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Combat 

Melee Combat 

Exile has a different fighting system than you may be used to.  We use the Combo System.  In 
this system, you must land a three-hit Combo on your opponent to call damage, or use most melee 
effects.  So, you will hit your target three times, as the third strike lands, you call your weapon damage 
(or alternate Combo effect). 

        If you hit your target twice, and then miss once, you still only have to hit them one more time to 
deal your damage (or alternate effect). 

If you hit your target once, and they block your second strike, you only need to hit them two more times 
before you call your effect. 

However, if you hit your target twice, but someone gets in the way of the third strike, then your Combo 
on the first person breaks.  You can strike the second person two more times to call your ability. 

This allows for useful tactics.  If you want to save a fellow fighter from taking damage, you can get in the 
way of a sword blow so that the enemy has to restart their Combo. 

When you are struck with damage, you should role-play that you have just been injured, perhaps with a 
grunt, or a wince. 

 “Machine-gunning”, meaning rapid fire swinging, is discouraged and you will be asked to step out of 
combat.  It is unsportsmanlike, and unreasonable as a fighting tactic, not to mention dangerous. 

You may not strike people in the head and the groin.  Strikes to these zones do not count towards your 
Combo. 

Body, and limbs count as a successful hit. 

Head, groin, clothing, weapons or shields are an unsuccessful hit. 

Standard damage is determined by the number of hands you currently have on your weapon. If you are 
holding your weapon with one hand, you can use a Combo to deal 1 damage. If you are holding your 
weapon with two hands, your Combo can deal 2 damage. 

There are multiple abilities that can be used to augment your combat.  They are outlined below. 

Combo Abilities 
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You must complete a Combo on your opponent to use these abilities. They  can be found in the Basic 
Paths section. Note: Combo abilities are sometimes called IPOD abilities or IPODs (short for In Place Of 
Damage). 

Skill Abilities 

These abilities cost a Skill Point.  Some you may activate instantly by spending a Skill Point. Most 
offensive Skill abilities are Skill Combos. On the third hit, you call the skill ability, and spend a Skill Point.  

Ranged Weapons 

Ranged weapons (daggers, arrows, rocks, etc.) need to hit their target and then you call “arrow, one 
damage!”  (or rock, dagger, etc.).  All ranged weapons start doing 1 point of damage, and go up 
depending on your class or bonuses. 

There are some clarifications to make on the subject of which areas of the body count as a successful hit 
for ranged weapons: 

Body, and limbs count as a successful hit. 

Head, groin, clothing, weapons or shields are an unsuccessful hit. 

Magic Combat 

Casting Spells 

To cast spells, you must first decide on a casting line that is a minimum of 10 syllables.  A casting line 
must be discernible as a casting line.  So you cannot speak in a normal conversation for ten syllables and 
then cast. Some examples include: 

• Fate's Thread Is Mended, the Verdict Rescinded 

• I Stitch Them, I Bind Them, Your Wounds I Rewind Them 

• The Gods Grant Me Power, Now Face Your End  

Any effect, including being struck with a weapon, taking damage, being affected by a spell or skill, etc., 
interrupts spell casting and you must begin your casting line again.  You do not waste a Magic Point 
when this happens. 

You cannot move while casting. 

Magic Points 

After your casting line, you can then spend a Magic Point, throw a spell packet at your target and call 
the name of your spell, followed by its level and effect, at the same time. 

Striking With Magic 
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If your packet hits your target, your spell has been successful.  They may then use abilities to avoid the 
spell, but that is up to them.  There are some clarifications to make on the subject of which areas of the 
body count as a successful hit: 

Body, limbs, clothing, weapons or shields count as a successful hit. 

Head is an unsuccessful hit. 

Resisting, Avoiding, or Negating Attacks and Abilities 

There are things in this game that allow you to not be affected by someone else’s abilities.  Examples of 
such things are the Parry Path, the Resist Magic Path, the Dodge Feat, and the Absorb Magic Feat.  
 
As a rule, you cannot use Basic Path abilities to avoid, resist, or negate Feats or Feat Augmented 
abilities.  You can, however, use Feat abilities to cancel out Basic Paths. 
 
So, you cannot use Parry to stop a Devastate, but can use a Parry to stop a Stun (of equal or lower level).  
There are some exceptions to this rule, and they will be noted in the abilities descriptions. 

Tags 

Many Combo, Skill and Magic abilities place temporary status effects, or Tags, on you or your target. 
Tags can be buffs, debuffs, shields or movement effects.  

You can only have one tag of any type on you at a time. If you have, for example, a Command tag on 
you, and someone attempts to give you another one, you can keep the one you have, or replace it with 
the new one.  

Tags do not have levels. Some paths (i.e. Mage Armor, Ward) may give you leveled abilities, but the tag 
itself does not have a level.  
 
Tags are always removed when their effect ends or their ability is used. All tags are removed when you 
rest. 

Hit Points, Magic Points, Skill Points 

Using points 

All Skill and Magic paths cost one of their respective points to use. No matter what the level of the path 
is, it always costs one point to use. 

Regaining points 

Magic Points and Skill Points restore during your Resting Time.  Hit Points must be restored using in-
game abilities. 
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Feats 

Feats are powerful abilities that require a specific character build. Most are activated abilities that can 
only be used once between rests.  
Offensive: These feats can help you deal devastating damage or gain tactical advantages over your 
opponent. Basic defenses, such as Parry or Resist Magic, are useless against them. The only thing that 
can stop them is… 
Defensive: These feats can get you out of a lot of tricky situations in combat, or even help you avoid it 
altogether. 
Augment: Some feats can augment other feats or even basic abilities. An augmented Basic Path counts 
as a feat, so you can augment a normally weak ability, like “Stun 1” with “Quickstrike, Stun 1”, suddenly 
making it much more difficult to defend against. Augments cannot stack with each other. 
Passive: These feats have no limit, and can be used as often as you like. 

Learning Feats 

Most feats have prerequisites, which must be met in order to learn them. All feats have an XP cost, 
which must be paid in order to learn them. 

Some feats appear on more than one list, if you have access to a feat more than once your maximum 
number does NOT increase. This just reflects that some feats may be multi-discipline. 

There are two types of learnable Feats: Basic and Advanced. 

Basic Feats can be learned without being taught by another character. Everyman feats can be learned by 
anyone, but all other basic feats have a class requirement. 

Advanced Feats need to be taught by a character who already knows that Feat.  The person teaching 
the Feat can be a PC or an NPC.  They must know MORE of that Advanced Feat than you do. Advanced 
feats have a primary class requirement, as well as other requirements. 

Regaining Feats 

Feats restore during your Resting Time. 

Stacking Abilities 

        “Stacking” abilities means that abilities add to each other. The rules for Stacking are as follows: 

• You cannot stack bonuses from the same path.  Two Scrolls that would add to the same ability 
do not stack.  But a scroll and a rune would.  And so on. 

• You can only have one tag of any type on you at a time. If you have a tag on you, and someone 
attempts to give you another of the same type, you can keep the one you have, or replace it 
with the new one. 
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• You cannot stack Basic Paths together offensively.  So, you cannot call “Stun, Strength” at the 
same time. 

• You can stack Basic Paths together defensively.  

• Feats do not stack with Paths unless they specifically say otherwise. 

• Some Feats are Augment Feats. Only one Augment Feat may be used to Augment any other 
ability at any time. 

 Resting Back Abilities 

        You rest back abilities by doing safe, non-combat activities for ten minutes. This will restore your 
magic points and skill points to their current maximums, remove all tags, and restore any used feats. Hit 
points, however, must be healed through abilities or items.  During this time, you can do ceremonies, 
chat, eat, sleep, etc.  Any combat near you IMMEDIATELY interrupts your rest, and you must start over. 

 

Non-Combat Abilities 

Tests 

There are abilities in game called Tests that can be used on mods to achieve certain ends not 
possible through combat.  For instance, getting through locked doors, or across deep pits.  These tests 
require a Test Deck, which consists of 14 cards, Ace through King, and the Joker.  Every player who has a 
Test Path is required to have a Test Deck on them at all times. Picking a card from this deck at random 
will determine your fate. 

Every test has three possible outcomes: Pass, Fail, and Botch. Pass means you have succeeded. 
Fail means you have failed. Botch also means you have failed, but catastrophically. While your Test Deck 
will always have the same cards, your path level and other effects will affect which cards are Passes and 
which are Fails.  

The Ace and Face cards are always Passes and the Joker is always the Botch. For every level that 
you have in the test path, one card becomes a Pass (starting at two and increasing to 6). Any additional 
bonuses from other abilities increase from there. Every other card in the deck is a fail.   

When you take a test, the highest numbered Pass card in your deck is your Test Number. If a 
GM asks you what level you are testing at, give your Test Number, not the level of your Test Path. Let’s 
look at an example: 

You want to unlock a door on a mod, so you use your Disable Device path.  You have Disable 
Device at level 3.  You would shuffle and present your deck to the gm or npc moderating the door. You 
then inform them of your Test Number. You would determine your Test Number by starting with the 
Ace and Face cards then count the three Passes from your Disable Device level (cards 2,3 and 4), 
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bringing your Test Number to 4. If you draw a Face card or Ace through four, you pass; draw five 
through ten and you fail; and if you draw the Joker, you botch. 

Notes on Tests 

Though some paths are specifically listed as test paths, any basic path in the game can be used 
as a Test Path (at the GM’s discretion). 

You do not have to wait for a GM to present a situation to use a test path. If you have a test 
path that you feel is applicable, you may ask a GM to use the path. Examples: If your way is blocked by a 
chasm, you may ask for an Athletics test to see if you can climb around, or a Search test to find another 
way around. If you are in town and simply pondering a recent mystery, you may ask for a Lore test to 
see if you can discover anything. The GM may say no. 

Ceremony/Crafting Paths 

Ceremony/Crafting paths allow the players to create temporary items that give bonuses or 
special effects to the bearer of the item.  Any ceremony or crafting path that gives a bonus or detriment 
(such as to a person or a weapon) will last for 6 hours.  Any items that are created (such as wands, 
potions, or scrolls) will last until used.  Weapons must be crafted in-game, unless you start the game 
with them.  Weapons last until broken, at which point they must be repaired, not re-forged. 

To perform this type of path, you must have a Component of the appropriate level.  These are found 
through game-play.  You fill out the Component as you perform the Ceremony.  You cannot do this in or 
near combat. 

Ceremonies take 10 minutes to complete, during which time you must role-play performing the 
ceremony.  

At the end of the Ceremony you give the recipient the tag which they must keep on them, or attach it to 
the item created or modified. 

If you cannot move away from the person performing the ceremony, you cannot refuse its effect.  Thus 
you can almost never refuse a resurrection (unless for some reason you can move out of a spirit nexus). 
 If you are physically hindered (tied down, legs removed, etc.) you cannot refuse enhancements or the 
like. 

Performing a second ceremony of the same type supersedes the first.  For example, if you have an active 
enhancement on you, and someone casts a different enhancement, the first one disappears. 

When performing advanced ceremonies (ones that require more than one component) both tags must 
be filled out and tagged to the item created or person affected. 

Items 

Using Items 
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When you use an item, you must have the item ON you.  If it is an article of clothing, you must 
be wearing it.  If it is a potion, you must drink it or mime drinking it.  If it is a weapon or wand, you must 
brandish it, if it is a scroll, you must read it and rip it after you use it. 

You can use potions at zero hit points, but nothing else.  This is because potions take no large amount of 
effort to use. 

Regaining Item Uses 

Some items are one use; some can be used multiple times. 

-   If it is a one-use item with a laminated item tag, and something you got from the NPCs, you can drop 
it in the NPC prop drop box so that it can be reused. 

-   If it is a crafted one-use item that you or another player made, you can simply destroy, or throw away, 
the tag after its use. 

Wearing Items 

At any given point, you can only have one magic item or piece of armor on in certain areas of 
your body.  As with various video games, there are “slots” for items, and every item will have a 
clarification as to where it goes.  The item slots are as follows: 

1       Head         1    Hand 

1       Face              1    Neck 

1       Chest         1    Arms 

2       Rings         1    Feet 

1       Back          1    Legs 

1       Waist 

There are also various blessings and ceremonies that can be done to you.  At any point, you may only 
have one of these affecting you at a time.  So you may have: 

• One Blessing (Positive Enhancement) 

• One Curse (Negative Enhancement) 

• One Active Rune 

• One Active Scroll 

• One Fettle (Positive Psychosis) 

• One Disorder (Negative Psychosis) 
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You can carry as many Scrolls and Runes and so on as you want on your person, but only one may be 
active at a time. 

There is no limit to the number of poisons that can affect you at once, but poisons of the same type do 
not stack. If you are hit with a poison already affecting you, the new poison replaces the old one. 

These standard effects all have advanced versions that are more difficult to remove: toxins for poisons; 
hexes for enhancements; neuroses for psychosis. These cannot be removed through any standard 
means.  

A weapon can only have one special weapon property (from Smithing) on it at a time. 

Marking Items 

All in-game items larger than jewelry must be tagged with their item tag.  For all items, you must 
be in possession of both the item tag and the item itself.  In the case of jewelry, if you have the item tag, 
you have the item.  If you have the item and not the tag you do not possess the in-game item and 
therefore cannot use it, the same goes for having the tag and not the item.  If you find a tag for anything 
larger than jewelry, without an item attached, please return it to the NPCs. 

Traps 

        In exile there are two kinds of traps, player made traps and module traps. They function very 
differently. Module traps can be literally anything and bypassed in numerous ways, always dictated by 
the gm. Player made traps are much simpler, they are one-use traps that a player makes and then sets 
up in a location. They are signified by orange cord and a tag placed in the middle of the cord. Traps can 
only be found in-game if you have the Search path.  If you run into one you take the effect (or resist it, if 
you can) and carefully undo one end of the cord and place it with the other end. This is done in case the 
trap user can reset his or her trap or uses nice cord for their traps. 

Locks 

Locks in exile are the same as traps and come in two flavors, player made and module locks. Do 
NOT USE REAL LOCKS, for two reasons: it’s unsafe and some players may possess actual lock picking 
abilities. Module locks function just like module traps. Player made locks are simply locks. When you 
make a lock, you must label both the key and the lock identically. When opened by means other than 
the key (unless the lock states otherwise) the lock is ruined and must be repaired. 

Restraints 

 This includes handcuffs, manacles, stocks, etc. During a mod, restraints work as specified by the 
GM. Players can also make their own restraints. YOU MAY NOT ACTUALLY RESTRAIN A PLAYER; the 
player must always be able to remove himself or herself from the restraints. This is for safety reasons, 
and so that players can use abilities like Escape Artist and Disable Device to remove themselves.  
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Money and Economy 

Money exists in several formats: coin, paper money, and gems. All forms will have an exile stamp or seal 
signifying that they are in-game. 

12 Silver = 1 Gold 

Coin: Coins come in two sizes, large silver ones equaling one silver and small gold ones equaling one 
gold. 

Paper: Paper money comes in several denominations of both silver and gold, and will be clearly marked 
as such. 

Gems: Gems come in three colors, red are worth 4 silver, blue are worth 8 silver, and yellow are worth 
one gold. 

Death 

Stages of Dying 

Zero (Stabilized) 

When you are brought exactly to zero hit points, you are considered Stabilized, and you do not bleed to 
death.  You can crawl and whisper.  You cannot use any abilities, unless the ability states otherwise, and 
cannot defend yourself in any way. You may use potions. 

Bleeding to Death 

Once you are at negative one hit points, you begin to bleed to death.  You are brought to negative one 
hit points by taking damage greater than the amount of hit points than you currently have. You never 
drop lower than -1 hit point.  So, if you are at 2 Hit Points, and take 3 points of damage, you are bleeding 
to death. 

It takes 3 minutes to bleed to death.  You must count silently, as someone MUST have First Aid to know 
that you are bleeding to death. 

You cannot move or speak while you are bleeding to death. You may not use any items or abilities 
(unless they say otherwise). If you feel that you are in real-life danger from the battle continuing around 
you, you may say, “Caution!” to let others know of your position. If you feel it would be safer to remove 
yourself, raise your hand or weapon above your head, (signaling that you are out-of-game) and move a 
short distance to a safer spot. 

Dead-Dead 

You reach true death when you have bled to death OR someone has delivered a Killing Blow. 
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Once you are dead, you must stay where you are for at least five minutes.  Other players can 
move you, but you can’t get up.  Once you have been dead for five minutes, you have a choice: you can 
continue to lay where you are, or your spirit can leave your body, at which point your body is 
“absorbed” into the ground.  When a body no longer has a spirit, the unstable ground of Exile consumes 
the corpse.  (Note: your body can only be absorbed by Exile if any part of it is touching the ground. 
 Anything thicker than cloth will prevent this happening, and thus your spirit must stay in your corpse.) 

At which point, the spirit MUST go to a spiritual nexus.  These are usually graveyards, but there 
are characters that can BECOME a spiritual nexus.  You cannot, as a spirit, wander around, or go on 
mods, etc.  You MUST be at a spiritual nexus. 

While at a Spirit Nexus, feel free to make all of the ghostly noise that you want.  Only people 
with Spirit Sight can see you, everyone can hear you. 

Killing Blow 

To deliver a Killing Blow, you must hold your weapon against your target and count “Killing Blow 
10, Killing Blow 9, Killing Blow 8…” Down to “Killing Blow 1”.  Any aggressive action against you or your 
weapon ends your count, and you will have to start over. Once you reach Killing Blow 1, you mime 
cutting the throat, or smashing the head, or stabbing the heart, etc.  Do NOT actually hurt your target!  

Stunning Blow 

If, for any reason, you do not wish to execute your foe, you may instead use a Stunning Blow. To 
deliver a Stunning Blow, you must hold your weapon against your target and count “Stunning Blow 10, 
Stunning Blow 9, Stunning Blow 8…” Down to “Stunning Blow 1”.  Any aggressive action against you or 
your weapon ends your count, and you will have to start over. Once you reach Stunning Blow 1, you 
mime knocking your target out. Your target is now Unconscious for the next thirty minutes.  

When you are Unconscious, you cannot do anything, or use any abilities (even Endure).  You are 
subject to anything that affects you, such as movement effects, damage, and Killing Blow. You can also 
be healed, but healing does not wake you up. After 30 minutes, you awaken at half your Max HP (round 
down). Note that if you were bleeding out when you got a Stunning Blow, the count continues while you 
are Unconscious. 

Resurrection 

To be resurrected, you must be either a dead body or a spirit.  You cannot refuse any ability that 
brings you back from the dead in any form.  If you are first raised through Animate, and spend at least 
an hour as a minion, you do not suffer from resurrection sickness. For more info on undead, see 
Animate under Artisan Basic Paths. 

Once you are dead, you have a time limit to be resurrected.  Someone with Resurrection level 1 
can only resurrect you if you have been dead for less than half an hour.  Someone with Resurrect 2 can 
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only raise you if you have been dead for less than 1 hour and so on up to level 5.  If you have been dead 
longer than 2.5 hours, please find a GM. 

When you are resurrected, your body is made whole.  This means that detached limbs, stolen 
organs, etc., are restored. 

Searching the Dead 

To search a dead body, you mime looking over the corpse and call “Searching 1, Searching 2” up 
to “Searching 30.”  Once done, if it is an NPC, they may give you some loot. 

If it is a PC, once you reach 30, you declare what part of them you were searching.  “Searched 
your belt”.  They then must give you what in game things are in their belt.  You may then repeat the 
process for another part of them.  You may not take out of game things from people.  If you are 
interrupted in any way, you must start over. 

Weapons 

Weapon Proficiencies 

You automatically have two weapon proficiencies: Sword and Club. 

Other proficiencies include: 

        Pole-arm              Shield 

        Staff                      Thrown (Daggers, Shuriken, etc.) 

        Bow                         Parrying Dagger 

 
 

Weapon Damage 

• One-handed weapons deal 1 point of Basic Weapon Damage. 

• Two-handed weapons do 2 points of Basic Weapon Damage. 

• Bows and Thrown weapons do 1 point of Basic Weapon Damage, and are considered the same 
thing for the purpose of all abilities that add to Thrown damage. 

• You cannot block melee attacks with a bow or a thrown weapon. 

o However, if you have an ability like Bow Block that allows you to do so, you must call 
that ability’s name each time you use it. 

• You cannot block spells with weapons or shields, as the spell goes through the weapon and still 
hits you. 
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o However, if you have an ability like Mage-Bane, or Spell Block, you MUST call the name 
of the ability every time that you block a spell.   

• You CAN block non-magical ranged weapons with weapons and shields. 

Latex Weapons 

Latex weapons are allowed in this LARP; however, if they are deemed unsafe by our staff, you will have 
to have a replacement weapon.  Latex weapons are all made differently, so we suggest bringing a 
backup weapon with you, in case we do not allow your weapon. 

You may NOT stab with a latex weapon.  Their thrusting tips tend to break and bend and are usually 
unsafe.  They are often harder than boffer weapons, and you must be careful when swinging with them. 
 If too many complaints are made about your weapons, you will be asked to switch to boffer weapons. If 
they do not meet the specific requirements, it will be handled on a case by case basis. 

Boffer Weapons 

Boffer weapons must be made with 5/8ths inch thick PVC pipe foam.  They must have at least 1 and one 
half inches of open cell foam on both ends. 

Any weapon longer than 60 inches MUST HAVE a wooden dowel inside of the pipe.  It be solid from end 
to end. 
 

If you are unsure about how to make boffer weapons, please contact a staff member and we will assist. 

Weapon Lengths 

Axes and Hammers (counts as a club) Length: 12 inch min - 52 inch max 

There must be an axe head or hammerhead on one end, and a grip at the other. 

Swords     Length: 12 inch min - 52 inch max 

It must have a hand guard of some sort, be it a simple cross guard or a complicated basket hilt.  If they 
are on the shorter end of the spectrum, they are sometimes called Parrying Daggers. 

Shields     Length: 36 inch diameter maximum 

A shield may be no larger than 36 inches from any one point on the shield to another.  It must be 
padded all around the edges. 

Staves      Length: 48 inch min - 66 inch max 

A staff must be padded along the entire length.  It may not have grips that expose the pipe inside.  

Pole Arms     Length: 60 inch min - 84 inch max 
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A Pole Arm must be padded along the entire length.  It may not have grips that expose the pipe 
inside.  It must have a foam head at one end, which covers the entire head of the weapon.  It must have 
a single wooden dowel that runs the entire length inside of the pipe. 

Bows      Length: 48 inch min - 72 inch max 

A bow must be padded all along the length, except for an optional grip in the very center.  The 
string must be buried in the padding, and may not be tied to the outside of the padding.  Because, in 
some cases, bows can be used as melee weapons, having the string outside makes it dangerous for 
players and destructive for their weapons. 

Thrown Daggers    Length: 12 inch max 

Thrown Daggers may have NO pipe inside. 

 
 

Color Labels and Indicators 

        There are colors used in game-play that indicate an effect is taking place.  These colors can be 
streamers on weapons, on headbands on a player, or any number of other in-game things.  If your 
weapon is enchanted with a damage type, it must have a colored piece of cloth tied to the end and 
dangling at least a foot off of the weapon.  (For staves, or other weapons where you grip in the middle, 
tie the streamer in the center.)  If you, as a person, are imbued with an element, you must have 
streamers tied to your wrists (in the appropriate colors)  that dangle at least a foot off of your wrists.. 
The colors are as follows: 

• Air- Yellow 

• Fire- Red 

• Water- Blue 

• Earth - Brown 

• Light - Silver 

• Dark - Black 

Headbands indicate that the person wearing them is OBVIOUSLY in one of the following states: 

• White - Ghost.         Unless you have Spirit Sight, you cannot see this person. 

• Purple - Invisible.   You cannot see this person. 

• DAYGLO Orange - Out of Game. *      This person does not exist in game. 

• DAYGLO Green - Caution. *                This person is playing, but please hit them gently, for 
they have a real-life injury. 
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* If these colors are used to mark an area, it means that the area is either out of game or dangerous. 
 Proceed with caution. 

Incentive Points 

While you always earn experience for playing, you can also earn Incentive Points for things like 
NPCing, Clean-Up, and helping with upkeep of the game grounds. These points can be spent on extras 
that you can’t get from Experience, such as increasing your organization benefits, playing a noble, and 
even unlocking advanced races. How to earn these and what you can spend them on can be found at the 
end of the rulebook. 

Safety 

        This is a game, and therefore we do not want people to become injured for real.  For this 
reason, there are some cautionary words that everyone must know.  If you are found to be abusing 
these words, you will be penalized. 

        Clarify: This is something that indicates an in-game issue needs to be explained.  So if you do not 
understand a skill that was used against you, you would ask your opponent to clarify that ability.  If you 
ask for a clarify, combat for you and your opponent stops for long enough to settle the issue, and then 
someone will call “3-2-1, LAY ON!”  And combat can resume.  If someone attempts to strike you while 
you are in clarify, you inform them that you are in a clarify, and finish your conversation. 

        Caution:  This word indicates to a person that there is something unsafe nearby, and that they 
should be wary.  This must never be used to trick someone.  If you want to trick someone, you can tell 
them “Hey, you’re shoes are untied” but if they REALLY are untied, and therefore unsafe, say “Caution: 
Your shoes are untied.” 

        HOLD: Hold must ALWAYS be shouted.  If you ever hear someone shout HOLD, you must REPEAT 
the word and freeze in place.  This word means that there is either a clarify that everyone needs to hear, 
there is a danger that everyone needs know, or that someone has dropped glasses or the like, and the 
battle needs to stop so that they can be retrieved.  Holds must be used sparingly, and you never hold a 
battlefield for small clarifies. 

Keywords 

Common Terms 

Blessing 

This is a positive magical enhancement placed on a person.  It lasts six hours, but it can be 
removed via Dispel ceremony level 1, or by replacing it with another blessing. 

Confused 
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        You cannot take part in combat until you are struck with ANYTHING, or come under the effect of 
ANY magical or charm abilities. 

Curse 

        This is a negative magical enhancement placed on a person.  It lasts six hours, but it can be 
removed via Dispel ceremony level 1, or by replacing it with another curse. 

Damage Reduction X - All 

        This reduces the amount of damage you take from all abilities of a certain type.  Usually this is a 
damage reduction from one Damage Type or another.  When someone hits you with something that you 
would be reducing, you do not clarify “Immune” when you are hit.  You clarify “Reduced.” 

Damage Reduction X - Melee 

        This reduces the amount of damage you take from ONLY melee abilities of a certain type. 
 Usually this is a damage reduction from one Damage Type or another.  When someone hits you with 
something that you would be reducing, you do not clarify “Immune” when you are hit.  You clarify 
“Reduced.” 

Damage Reduction X - Ranged 

        This reduces the amount of damage you take from ONLY ranged abilities of a certain type. 
 Usually this is a damage reduction from one Damage Type or another.  When someone hits you with 
something that you would be reducing, you do not clarify “Immune” when you are hit.  You clarify 
“Reduced.” 

Disorder 

This is a negative psych effect placed on a person.  It lasts six hours, and can only be removed by 
replacing it with another disorder. 

Fettle 

 This is a positive psych effect placed on a person.  It lasts six hours, and can only be removed by 
replacing it with another fettle. 

Hex 

        This is a permanent magical effect placed on an item or a person.  It cannot be removed via 
Dispel. 

In Place of Damage 

        After the third weapon strike, instead of calling weapon damage, you may call these abilities. 
 They cost no points. 
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Neurosis 

 This is a permanent psych effect.  

NPC 

        Non-Player Character. 

PC 

        Player Character. 

Pain 

 While you are under a Pain effect, you cannot use any offensive abilities, including basic 
damage. 

Phase Damage 

 Phase damage passes through physical objects, such as swords, shields and armor.  

Stabilize 

        To bring someone bleeding to death to 0 Hit Points. 

Shatter 

        This indicates that your weapon is now unusable.  It must be repaired with a Level 1 Smithing 
Ceremony. 

Soul Damage 

 Soul damage affects Hit Points, Magic Points and Skill Points. So if you are hit for “2 Soul”, you 
lose 2HP, 2MP and 2SP. 

Toxin 

        This is a type of alchemical solution that can only be cured with a Name Specific alchemical cure. 
 So, for example, Stupidity Toxin (NPC only) can only be cured with the Wisdom Antitoxin. 

NPC Only Abilities 

        Some abilities are unbalanced in the hands of the players, and are only put in the game for 
flavor or NPC balance.  These are those. 

Wound at Will   

Some NPCs do not use the Three Hit Rule to call their damage. In the case of end bosses, or NPC 
characters that need a boost in power (or are going to be outnumbered), the NPC may call damage on 
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EVERY weapon swing, instead of every three weapon swings. This is a way we are able to keep things 
balanced, as one NPC against 10 PCs is going to find it impossible to land three strikes against anyone.   

Earthquake: Magic  

When an NPC calls this ability, every player in earshot (covering your ears does not protect you 
from this) must fall to the ground for a number of seconds. If a number is not called after the 
earthquake, simply fall to the ground for a second and then get back up. This counts as a magical ability 
and can be resisted, absorbed, reflected, etc. 

Shatter: Feat- Combat  

This ability will be called with a number after it. If the level of your weapon is lower than the 
number called after Shatter, your weapon is considered to be broken, and cannot be used until repaired. 
 This ability can be dodged, but you cannot parry it. If no number is called assume it is a Shatter 1. 

Dominate 

If dominated, someone must perform a level 1 Dispel Ceremony on you to remove the effect. You must 
obey the person who has dominated you, as though they have full control of what you are thinking. 

Roar: Supernatural Ability 

This ability is often called with a number after it. It knocks all in earshot back a number of steps 
equal to the number called. If a number is not called, assume 5. This is not a magical ability. It cannot be 
resisted in any way. 

Seduce: Feat-Charm 

If this is called on you, you become lovingly obsessed with the person using the ability. Your 
sexual orientation has no bearing. If you are a male and a male calls this ability on you, you feel like that 
guy is the coolest guy on the planet and you would do ANYTHING to make him think you are cool, too. 
Role-play this out as much as you feel comfortable. If you are not comfortable with playing that you are 
in love, play that the person is your hero, and you just want them to think that you are awesome. You 
would do whatever they asked. You have slightly more control over your mind than with Dominate. This 
is often used in roleplaying scenarios. 

Fly: Passive Ability 

The flapping of the NPC’s arms will denote this ability. You cannot hit them with weapons, and can only 
hit them with spells and arrows.    

Sever Limb: Feat-Offensive 

When using the Three Hit System, the NPC’s third strike will strike a limb to call Sever Limb.  The 
struck limb is rendered unusable.  If your arm is Severed, you must drop any weapons, shields, or items 
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held in that hand and cannot cast using that hand.  If struck in the leg, you must fall down and, after 
getting up, must limp (or hop) while walking and cannot run. 

Tough: Feat-Defensive 

 Tough is used by an NPC to resist all effects except damage. If it is called with a number, that 
number is how many uses of Tough the NPC has left.  

 

Remember, these abilities are only available to NPCs, and will rarely be seen in the hands of a PC. 
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Character Creation 
and Advancement 

 This section explains how to create your character, and how 
to advance him or her between events. 
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Character Creation 
This section covers, step by step, the process behind making a character, as well as the rules to level 
your character, and character re-rolls.  Following these steps should give you a complete character. 

Step One: The Basics 

All characters start with: 

• 2 Class Paths 

• 10 Basic Paths 

• 5 Hit Points 

• Sword and Club Proficiency 

• One Extra Weapon Proficiency (Choose carefully, as some class paths affect what certain 
weapons can do.) 

• A Race 

• An Organization 

• 1000 Experience Points 

 

Step Two: Choose a Race and Realm 

There are Several races available for you to portray, and several more that you can unlock with incentive 
points. 

Where you are from will affect storyline for your character and your race. Dwarves from the 
Cities of Kokunavaht are different than those from the Empire of Isles. In some cases, the races are even 
called different things! (Kokunavaht Dwarves are called Dwarves, while those from the Empire of Isles 
are sometimes known as Gnomes.) Behavior is different, as well as likes and dislikes. 

You can, of course, go contrary to what your realm believes, and many in Exile do (that is why 
they are in Exile!) There are seven major Realms (named) and DOZENS of tiny realms (unnamed.) 

Each race has costume requirements and an ability to go along with it. You get an additional ability by 
utilizing additional, optional costume requirements and third ability by taking your racial weakness. 

 

Step Three: Choose Your Basic Paths 

Next, you choose 10 Basic Paths. These are your character’s abilities, and determine what your 
character is capable of doing.  They also add to your Hit, Skill and Magic point pools. 

Basic path are split into four types:  
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• Warrior- The warrior paths offer offense, defense, and group tactics in battle. 

• Rogue- The rogue paths offer sneaky battle tactics, as well as ways to avoid battle. 

• Mage- All spells can be found in the mage paths, along with other magical abilities. 

• Artisan- Artisan paths let you create useful items and buffs, and support during quests. 

You can choose any basic paths you want. However, your class paths, which you will choose next, will 
generally support basic paths of the same type.   

 

Step Three: Choose Your Class Paths 

There are 4 Class Paths: Warrior, Rogue, Mage and Artisan. Each Class Path will give you unique abilities 
at levels 1, 3, and 5, and stat bonuses and levels 2 and 4. 

When selecting your Class Paths, you select one Primary Class, and one Secondary Class. 

You may choose the same class as both a Primary and Secondary class. 

Your Primary Class allows you access to all of the path abilities in the class, as well as Basic and 
Advanced Feats for the Class. 

Your Secondary Class gives you access to some of the path abilities and Basic Feats available to a Class. It 
will not give you access to Primary path abilities or Advanced Feats. 

 

Step Three (And a Half): Necessary Items 

After choosing your paths, you will notice that some of them need certain physical 
representations in the game. You will need spell packets for Magic, Spell Books for Magic, Recipe Books 
for Ceremonies, Totems, and so on. Be sure to check your paths and class to know which items you will 
need to play your character.  These items are often REQUIRED and you cannot use some of your abilities 
without them. 

Step Four: Level Your Paths and Spend Your Experience Points 

Each new character starts with 1000XP, plus any unsent XP you have from previous events.  You may not 
level any path past Level 3 on a starting character.  

You cannot use abilities from Paths (Basic or Class) that you have not leveled.  

Leveling a path costs 100 points per the level that you wish to purchase. So level 1 costs 100xp, level 2 
costs 200xp, and so on. 

You may buy Basic Feats at Character Creation, not Advanced. 

You may also buy Hit Points, Magic Points, and Skill Points, at a scaling rate. The maximum number of 
Hit Points is different from the maximum number of Magic and Skill Points. 

• 1st Hit Point: 50 experience points 
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• 2nd Hit Point: 100 experience points 

• 3rd Hit Point: 150 experience points 

• 4th Hit Point: 200 experience points 

• 5th Hit Point: 250 experience points 

• 6th Hit Point: 300 experience points 

• 7th Hit Point: 350 experience points 

• 8th Hit Point: 400 experience points 

• 9th Hit Point: 450 experience points 

• 10th Hit Point: 500 experience points 

 

o 1st Magic or Skill Point: 50 experience points 

o 2nd  Magic or Skill Point: 100 experience points 

o 3rd Magic or Skill Point: 150 experience points 

o 4th Magic or Skill Point: 200 experience points 

o 5th Magic or Skill Point: 250 experience points 

Your class paths give you options at every level.  When you purchase a level, you choose only one 
option. If you have the same path twice, you cannot choose the same option at levels 1, 3, and 5. At 
levels 2 and 4, you may take the same option twice. 

Step Five: Count Up Your Points 

Each Basic Path grants you a Hit, Magic, or Skill Point when you choose the path.  You add those points 
up to get your total. 

Do not forget to add in any points that paths like your Class Paths grant you from leveling them. 

You also have 5 starting Hit Points. 

Step Six: Choose Your Organization 

Every player has the chance to join an organization.  As you create your character, you have the 
choice of the four basic organizations, but you can later join others through in-game play.  These allow 
you to have actions between events. 

Step Seven: Go Play! 

Exile is a world for you.  Forge alliances, make enemies, save damsels, and above all, have fun! 

 

Leveling Your Character 
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When you attend an event, whether you are PCing or NPCing, you will earn 500 experience points with 
which to level your character. 

You will be awarded your xp at the beginning of the event.  Over the course of the event, you 
can use these points to buy abilities.  You will record what you bought on your sheet.  It will not be 
available immediately, but you will be able to use it at the next event. 

The different things that you can level/learn are: 

• Paths 

• Feats 

• Points 

• Recipes 

Paths 

Paths do not have to be taught.  You can learn a new step in a path on your own.  You may level any one 
path ONCE per event.  So you cannot buy step 4 and 5 in a path in the same event. Class Paths and Basic 
Paths are the same in this regard. 

Feats 

Feats, as you may have noticed, come in two variants: Basic and Advanced. 

You can buy as many Basic Feats an event as you can afford and for which you have the prerequisites. 

Advanced Feats need to be taught. Even if you already have a use of Vanish you have to find a teacher 
(PC or NPC) who has MORE VANISHES THAN YOU to teach you an additional Vanish.  This teacher must 
sign off on your sheet that they taught you. 

Feats can be used the event AFTER they are taught.  Once a feat is taught to you, you must spend the 
experience points on it by the next event, or you will have to get it re-taught. 

Points 

You can gain new Hit Points, Magic Points, and Skill Points on your own. You buy them at the beginning 
of the event, and can use them that event. 

Recipes 

At each new level of a path that contains recipes you are allowed to pick one of the recipes from that 
level to learn.  You must pick one from the rule-book.  After that, anyone can teach you a new recipe 
after ten minutes of role-play, and 1 Ceremony component of the appropriate level expended.  (This 
component is to be turned in, but not filled out.  It is assumed that you have wasted some resources 
learning how to do the project correctly.)  After this, you may use that new recipe IMMEDIATELY. 

NPC Events 

An event that you NPC counts as an event towards one of your characters for the purposes of leveling 
abilities.  Anything that you could teach yourself can be learned during an NPC event. 
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Re-Rolling a Character 

After creating your character, you have 2 events to change the build if you don’t like it.  After that, you 
have to re-roll your character if you want to change stats or paths that you have already bought. 

Free Re-Roll 

When the rule-book changes, we often offer a free-re-roll, in case something has changed that really 
effects your character.  HOWEVER, you cannot use this as a chance to take your Level 5 in Alchemy, and 
turn it into a Level 5 in Strength.  Paths that are already Level 5 can stay that way, but if you take a new 
path, the highest step that you may buy in it is Level 3. 

There is no experience point loss if you change your character this way. 

Re-Rolls or New Characters 

Re-making your character after the Friday of its third event costs you 40% of your total xp.  When you do 
a full re-roll, or are making a new character, you may not have any path higher than Level 3. 

You may not keep Magic Items when you make a new character.   

Having Multiple PCs 

You cannot move xp from one character to another if you have two PCs active at once.  You can apply 
NPC xp to one or the other, and it is your choice.  You cannot play one character, but apply the XP to the 
other.  You CAN have two characters, you just have to split your xp. 

Ending The Event 

At the end of each event, there will be a box provided for you to turn in your character sheet. Your 
character sheet must be turned in at the end of each event in order for you to receive credit for 
attending the event. If your character sheet is not turned in, you will not receive credit for the event, 
such as any bought paths or feats. 

You may, however, keep any in game items or tags you receive between events. If you choose to do this, 
you are responsible for them, and as such, they will not be replaced if lost between events. 
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Races 
 

The Races of Raia are diverse, even in themselves.  There are six basic races, and a number of 
advanced racial templates, which you can access with incentive points.  Each race can have multiple 
variants. For instance, greenskins are called trolls in some territories and orcs in others. 

The basic races each have three racial benefits: a standard benefit, costume benefit from 
wearing additional costume requirements, and a weakness benefit, that comes from taking a weakness. 
To take the costume benefit, you must choose additional costume requirement from the lists provided. 
 To take the weakness benefit, your character must suffer from its racial weakness.  

Abilities for advanced races are more unique and powerful, but come with unique detriments. 

The races are as follows: 

• Anarathi: Animal Race 

• Dwarves: A hardy race 

• Dragorians: A race aligned with the elements 

• Elves: A magically powerful race 

• Humans: A very tenacious race 

• Greenskins: Similar to trolls and orcs 
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Anarathi 
Some people believe that the Goddess of the Hunt put the Anarathi race on the world as 

creatures that would actually give her a challenge.  Some, from the more scientific circles, believe that 
the Anarathi are the unfortunate result of a civilization of people living for too long in the Crater of Exile.  

In most of the realms, the Anarathi tend to be a race that is very close to nature; some 
worshiping the nature gods and the spirits of their ancestors, others revering the animals that they 
resemble. Anarathi can resemble any non-magical, land-going or air-borne animal in the world: but 
there is no documented example of Anarathi resembling any amphibian or water-bound creature.  

Anarathi of any kind can mate with any other kind of Anarathi.  The nature of the children of a 
couple is based entirely on the spirit of the child, rather than the nature of the parents.  So, two feline 
Anarathi can very easily have a reptilian child.  It interests scholars who study the concentrations of 
Anarathi that, even though it is apparently the spirit of the child that determines it’s type, the 
concentrations of Anarathi types still seem to be loosely based on location!  Reptilian Anarathi are often 
found in deserts, ape Anarathi are found in jungles, feline Anarathi are found in temperate zones, and so 
on. 

Anarathi tend to live a little longer than most humans, with the average life span falling in the 
80s.  Despite this, most Anarathi reach physical adulthood before their 15th year. 

The concentration of different variants of Anarathi is largely based on area of the continent, which is 
described in World Lore. 

Racial Benefit: Hibernate 

If you roleplay taking a nap while resting back abilities, combat near you will not interrupt your rest. You 
cannot initiate the rest during combat, and any action taken on you will interrupt the rest.  

Costume Requirements   

As an Anarathi, you must have your skin painted to resemble an animal. 

Optional Costuming and Benefit: Thick Skin 

You gain Natural Armor 1, which provides 1 point of damage reduction against ranged attacks that 
stacks with basic armor. 

To gain your costume benefit, you must have ears and one additional body part that your animal 
would have.  So, for a cat, you can have ears and a tail, or ears and non-painted whiskers.  If your animal 
has no obvious ears (birds for example), vestigial wings and a beak, or wings and visible feathers, etc. 

Optional Racial Weakness and Benefit: Spiritual 
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Because of the spiritual nature of this race, your time in which to be resurrected is cut in half. 
Your soul yearns to cross over, and therefore is not as anchored in this realm.  However, you can move 
freely as a spirit, and do not have to remain with a Spirit Nexus. 

 
 

Dragorians 
The Dragorian race is a conundrum to most other thinking people on the planet: no one is sure 

how one variant of Dragorian is born.  Some suggest that it is like the Anarathi: where the type of spirit 
of the child determines their type, but no one is really sure. 

The Dragorians come in four common variants: fire, water, stone and air.  There are two 
exceptionally rare variants, that are supposedly unable to re-produce, and those are Dragorians of light 
and Dragorians of dark.  These are often viewed by others of their race as a curse and are sometimes 
killed at birth.  Luckily for these unlucky creatures, Light or Dark Dragorians are born about once a 
decade, and therefore the problem does not often come up. 

It has been speculated that long ago, that dragons ran rampant on the world and mated with 
sentient races, resulting in Dragorians.  Others suggest that the Dragorians were born from the raw 
world itself, coming into being as mobile portions of the heart of Raia.  There are arguments to support 
both theories:  Dragorians do have a vaguely draconic look to them: often they will be born with scales, 
or vestigial wings and/or tails.  No one is sure what causes these traits.  On the other hand, Dragorians 
often have gifts associated with their element and are able to manipulate their given element better 
than most. 

You will often find Stone or Fire Dragorians with a love of metalwork.  Dark and Air Dragorians 
seem to have a love of music and magic.  Water and Light Dragorians often have a love of healing.  In 
communities that house a mixture of multiple races, Dragorians are often involved and active, usually 
considered to be highly charismatic as a people.  Rarely shy, many Dragorians have found their way into 
positions of power, even in societies made up entirely of other races. 

Their lust for life means that they are active and healthy, even into their golden years. 
 Dragorians stay young until the day they die, which is, on average, in their 6th decade.  A Dragorian will 
simply dissipate or disintegrate into his or her base element at the end of their life.  It is said that their 
spirit is set free, to join the world and the elements forever. 

Racial Benefit: Elemental Strike 

When you do melee damage, it is automatically the same element type as your race. 

Costume Requirements 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Air Dragorians usually have flowing hair, long and lightly colored.  There has never been an Air 
Dragorian with dark hair on record.  If they keep their hair short, it stands straight out from their heads. 
 Most will wear flowing clothing as well, finding tight, binding clothes to be uncomfortable.  Air 
Dragorians must have yellow and light blue skin, generally in swirling patterns, or simply yellow and blue 
swirls on pale skin. 

Fire Dragorians have red skin, occasionally with orange, yellow or black flecks or highlights along their 
eyes, neck, arms and chest.  Their hair tends to be either bright red/orange, or coal black.  They prefer 
long lasting clothes, as they like to get themselves into a lot of trouble. 

Stone Dragorians, who tend to be the most serious of the race, have gray skin, with the occasional 
brown or green highlights.  Their hair is gray or black, though brown-haired Stone Dragorians have 
occurred.  Their features are usually square and blocky, with patches of skin that are rough and scaly. 

Water Dragorians favor flowing clothes, and are un-hindered by their clothing when under water.  Their 
skin is usually blue with green swirls or splashes.  Water Dragorians often have blue/green hair, or have 
light hair with green or blue streaks. 

Light and Dark Dragorians are rarer than the rest.  They have either black or white hair, and pure white 
or black skin, depending. 

Optional Costuming and Benefit: Elemental Resistance 

You gain Damage Resistance 1 against your element type. 

To gain your costume benefit, you must choose two of the following: scales, vestigial wings, horns, tail.  

Optional Racial Weakness and Benefit: Elemental Breath 

Once per mod, you may use a breath attack that deals 5 damage of your elemental type to all in a 180-
degree arc in front of you.  However, you always take +2 damage from your opposing element. 
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Dwarves 
Despite their name, not all dwarves are incredibly short.  Generally speaking, Dwarves are 

simply stockier in appearance.  Dwarves in certain realms are called by different names: Gnomes, 
Haflings, Kenderling, and so on.  

Dwarves are usually gruff in nature, though are known for throwing some the best parties in the 
realms.  As they can drink any contender under the table, the drinks at their gatherings are plentiful and 
strong. 

Dwarves have an innate gift for crafting and metal work, though some do not choose to follow 
this path.  No matter what their passion, all dwarves are meticulous and precise.  Whether a dwarf is a 
painter or a weapon smith: they will be one of the best in their field.  

Other crafts masters find it a little unfair that, not only do Dwarves tend to be incredibly good at 
what they do, but they are good at it for over 300 years.  The lifespan of a Dwarf averages at about 300 
years.  So, a famous Dwarven artisan has centuries for his name to become well known. 

Standard Benefit Lively: Once per mod, you may drink an in-game alcoholic beverage to replenish your 
hit points. 

Costume Requirements: As a Dwarf, you must have a beard as a male, or long braided hair as a female. 
 (Female Dwarves do grow beards as well, but some of them shave them off.) 

Optional Costuming and Benefit: Craftmaster   

You may choose two organization benefits each month. You may not choose the same benefit 
twice, but you choose a benefit from another organization at two ranks lower than your actual rank (You 
must have rank two or higher to do this). You must have at least five items that reflect your trade 
attached to your person and visible at all times.  Pouches on your belt with obvious paint brushes, or ink 
and scrolls, or hammers, or multiple weapons, etc.  

Optional Racial Weakness and Benefit: Stubborn 

You can resist a possession, mind control or dominate for 1 minute, but you can only do this 
once per rest. You can choose when to do this during the effect.  However, you count as two people for 
the purposes of people allowed in a leadership group, as most find you unbearable to deal with. 
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Elves 
The Elven race claims to be the oldest race in the world.  As Elves have a lifespan of anywhere 

between 500 and 800 years, this claim may be true.  Most Elven children aren’t considered to be adults 
until they are about 100 years old, though they reach full physical maturity at about 60.  This generally 
does not bother young Elves, as they are brought up in societies where this is the norm. When Elves are 
brought up alongside of the younger races, some of the younger Elves start to get anxious.  They see 
other children coming of age at 16-20 years, and wonder why their elders do not take them seriously. 
 Thus the Elven race sometimes has problems with rebellious youth wanting respect that their elders do 
not feel that they have earned. 

Generally speaking, older Elves have a very aloof attitude, especially when dealing with other 
races.  There is a feeling of superiority that seems to come from outliving most other races.  This upsets 
other races, but Elves rarely care. 

Elves have a close relationship with the natural world, and this makes them more inclined to 
work and live in more natural settings.  There are large communities of Elves in the forests and 
mountains.  This connection with nature makes Elves surprisingly adept at sea travel, and it is not 
uncommon to find whole crews of Elves manning transport vessels or warships out in the ocean. 

Racial Benefits: Empathy Wild animals will ignore you unless you provoke them. 

Costume Requirements: Elves MUST have pointed ears.  

Optional Costuming and Benefit: Tree Hugger 

Anytime you are out of combat, you may spend 20 seconds hugging a tree to regain 5 HP. 

You must have tribal tattoos. These should be around the eyes and/or trailing from their necks 
all the way to the backs of their hands.  These tattoos are always natural colors (blues, greens, and 
browns) and are given to children by their parents.  The colors and the styles have meaning within the 
community. 

Optional Racial Weakness and Benefit: Claustrophobia 

Your closeness with nature makes you uneasy indoors; therefore you cannot rest while indoors. 
 You can, however, benefit from two positive effects/items of the same crafting path at the same time. It 
cannot be the same effect/item.  Potions limited to once per mod may be used twice a mod. If you have 
to two blessings or two fettles currently on you and a third one is placed on you, you choose which 
effect gets replaced. 
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Humans 
Humans are the most versatile of the races on the world.  They are found in every country, to one extent 
or another, are involved in every type of magical learning, mundane creation, weaponry, and craft 
imaginable.  They are highly adaptable. 

Humans have a gift for invention and a talent for leadership.   It is not uncommon to find human 
commanders leading armies to victory, or human kings sitting on the thrones, surrounded by other 
races. 

Humans live only an average of 65 years. 

Standard Benefit: One Free Feat from the Everyman List that costs 100 xp or less. 

Costume Requirements: I know it is difficult, but you must look human. 

Optional Costuming and Benefit: None.  

Optional Racial Weakness and Benefit: None. 
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Greenskins 
The Greenskins are a varied race.  They can be anything from huge ogres, to small goblins; 

horned orcs to tusked trolls.  The only thing they seem to have in common is the green skin, and bad 
temper.  All Greenskins are eternally upset at something.  It could be the weather, their cashflow, or 
how you sneezed, but the race seems to be two steps from a temper tantrum of some sort.  This makes 
them the worst possible diplomats, but incredible warriors. 

Greenskins are not as inclined as some races to pursue occupations as with quiet reflection and 
painstaking detail, but when they do sit down to craft items, they tend to be fearsome in décor. 
 Greenskins have considerable skill for magic, though most prefer overt magic to more subtle forms. 
 Their skill for Ceremony surprises most scholars of other races, who, if they have seen Greenskins in 
battle, usually believe them capable of nothing other than bloodthirsty murder. 

Greenskins have a shorter lifespan than Humans, living, on average, to a ripe old age of 40. 
 Most fully mature by age 10.   Their children are expected to begin learning a trade when they can first 
walk, and from then on are usually cast in that role.  

Standard Benefit: Consume Component: You may consume (this takes a three count) a component and 
heal hit points, magic points and skill points equal to its level. 

Costume Requirements: ALL Greenskins have green skin and dark hair. 

Optional Costuming and Benefit: Fear Aura 

Once per mod, you may use a Direct Intimidate 5. 

You must choose at least one of the following: horns, tusks, decorative claws, or incredibly long, unruly 
hair, (dreadlocks, etc). 

Optional Racial Weakness and Benefit: Regeneration 

You gain an additional 2 hit points every time you are healed.  You can also regrow limbs.  After 
a 10 minute rest period, your limb will regrow.  You must spend an additional 10 minutes per limb that is 
off.  However, you do not benefit from potions unless you take double the amount, and any negative 
potions you become affected by (including poisons delivered in combat) are twice as bad. 
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Advanced Races 
 

 

The advanced races are templates that are added onto a base race.  First you must build your base race 
as normal, then you add on the advanced race’s costume requirement, benefit and detriment. All 
advanced races cost incentive points. 
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Archon 
When the hole in the Void was sealed for the second time, the God of Damnation was used as the lock 
and key that held it in place.  Frozen at the end of The Darkest Road, Zaren remains trapped to this day. 

This had a strange side effect.  A large portion of the souls who were imprisoned in The Darkest Road 
were set free during the war. While this would normally mean they could wander the Restless Sands, or 
perhaps make their way back to the realm of the living as tormented spirits, a few found their way to 
Zaren’s eternal prison, and discovered power.  They found that they could leach off of the God of 
Damnation’s power ever so slightly, enough to make themselves new, mortal bodies. 

These bodies were only vaguely like their old ones.  Though there were some signs of what they once 
were, they were also twisted and dark. 

With their new bodies to aid them, these Archons escaped into the world of Raia, much to the dismay of 
the Gods of Light.   In response, a few of the Gods of Light imbued a number of willing souls from the 
Silver City, and sent them into the world to try and balance out the impact of the Dark Archons. 

There are archons in the world today from almost all of the gods.  Dark Gods will occasionally imbue 
souls from The Darkest Road, and Light Gods will respond by sending more souls from The Silver City to 
the world as Light Archons.  Most Archons of Light worship the god who sent them back into the world 
of the living.  Most Archons of Dark are imbued by Zaren’s power, though it is stolen, and may or may 
not worship the Gods of Dark. 

Largely, there are villains and heroes on each side of the Archon line.  Light Archons are often hailed as 
angels and heroes, and some let it go to their heads.  Zealots of Light make it their lifelong mission to 
wipe every Dark Archon from the world. Others are peace loving, kind folk, who will always lend a 
helping hand. Dark Archons are usually feared and hated wherever they go.  They are seen as devils and 
villains, and this makes many bitter.  Some eventually decide to live up to their reputation; others refuse 
to let it taint them, taking their second chance at life very seriously. 

Archons cannot procreate. 

Archons have no discernible life-span.  It appears that they will live until they die. 

Incentive Cost: 40 Points 

Costume Requirements: 

After picking your basic race, dull your skin color with white.  Archons of Light must have white or 
blonde hair, Archons of Dark must have black hair.  Archons have veins of either white (light) or black 
(dark) that run up their necks, and down their arms and legs.  These veins spread onto the face and swirl 
around the eyes.  Archons of Dark must wear purple glowsticks at night, Archons of Light must wear 
white. 
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Racial Benefits 

Light: We Will Not Falter 

When an ally hits zero hit points in battle, you may use a direct heal for 2HP to a different friendly 
target. 

Dark: Death Empowers Us 

When an enemy hits zero hit points in battle, you may use a direct heal for 2HP to a friendly target. 

Racial Weakness: Deific Antipode 

Damage from your opposing element counts as Soul Damage (it damages HP/MP/SP). 
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Awoken 
The world of Raia is magically charged, with spiritual and magical energy flowing freely through the air, 
water and land.  This energy is what mages and priests draw from to cast their magic, what the gods 
themselves draw from, and what runs rampant in the Crater of Exile, causing so many upsets. 

The souls of the dead also draw on this magical reserve, naturally tapping into that flow to keep their 
forms and memories alive.  When these souls were moved onto the Restless Sands on a regular basis, 
this drain on the flow of the world never became a problem.   However, close to a thousand years ago, 
the God of Souls was trapped by a rival to his power.  For centuries, the power of the Watcher was 
abused, and there was nothing to regulate the souls of the dead.  

The souls of the dead would often remain trapped in the living world for years, even centuries.  Magi, 
priests and gods alike feared that the souls in the world were drawing too much energy from the 
naturally flowing balance, making it harder for practitioners to ply their trade. 

After the Second Destroyer War, The Watcher was restored to his throne, and he began to cleanse the 
world of lost souls.  In the years since the war, the wandering souls in the world have been slowly 
brought to the Restless Sands, to move on to their final resting place.  The Watcher has been seen 
moving through the world, collecting lost souls and moving them on to the other side. 

Some souls avoid him.  Some try to fight him.  However, one by one, the Watcher has slowly begun to 
take the drain off of the magical flow. 

This has come with a curious side effect.  In the decades following the war, people began noticing the 
appearance of what seemed to be sentient undead.  These creatures did not have memories of what 
they once were, or where they had come from.  Many were destroyed on sight, as holy orders believed 
them to be beings of evil.  However, as the years passed and more and more came into the world, 
scholars began to research their origins. 

It is believed that, with so few souls now drawing on the flowing magic in the world, those who 
remained were among the most powerful, and old.  These beings, saturated with magical and spiritual 
energy, were able to will themselves into life. 

These living dead move through the world in larger numbers these days.  Once enough came into being, 
they began to band together to protect themselves.  Slowly these creatures became more accepted, but 
almost never wanted.  Many towns have laws against these undead settling down in their city limits. 

The Awoken, as they have been called, themselves are often terrifying to behold.  Though not rotten 
and deformed, their skin is pale and ashen.  The natural features of the race they once were are often 
highlighted by black shadows.  These marks are often visible around the eyes and cheekbones.  They 
appear sunken and unhealthy, and any bright colors that they may have once had in their hair, skin or 
eyes are dulled and dark.  
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Most Awoken do not feel emotions as strongly as their fully alive counterparts.  They often complain 
about not really feeling alive, and as such will take great risks, make poor decisions, and put themselves 
in dangerous situations in an effort to feel anything strongly.  Some spend their existence trying find out 
who they once were, where others revel in their second chance, trying to make the most of it.  There are 
many, sadly, who take this second chance at life and resent it.  As they watch those around them have 
real, full lives, they feel like they are being cheated out of what they could have, and take it out on those 
around them. 

Incentive Cost: 50 Points 

Costume Requirements 

After picking your base race, you must dull any bright colors with grays and whites.  Greenskins, for 
example, would have to be a dull, ashy green, rather than a bright, vibrant green.  You must also have 
black highlights in visible places.  The eyes, mouth, neckline and fingers are good places to put these 
highlights.  Your hair MUST be gray, or have gray highlights prominently through your hair. 

Racial Bonus: Blood Runs Cold 

Awoken are barely alive, and have no metabolism.  Thusly, they are immune to alchemy and most 
toxins.  

Racial Bonus: What is Dead May Never Die 

Awoken do not move on the way most souls do after death. No matter how long an Awoken has been 
dead, they can always be brought back with a level 5 resurrection ceremony. 

Racial Weakness: Dead Set 

Alchemical potions with beneficial effects do not have any effect on the Awoken.  They also cannot 
benefit from the Surgery path, as they are creatures of magic and spirit.  Only magical healing can heal 
these creatures. Their dulled emotions prevent them from benefiting from the Grandstand path. 

Awoken count as Undead for the purposes of Wrath. 
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Unsealed 
The First Destroyer War ended when the Gods of Light sealed away the Gods of Dark, and all of their 
followers and worshipers.  For thousands of years, these mortal followers of the Gods of Dark were 
locked in the pure magic of the void, twisted physically and spiritually until they were barely 
recognizable as their original forms.  Though they never aged, these beings were able to feel the passing 
of time, and this drove most mad. 

When the Second Destroyer War released these beings back into the world, many were killed on sight. 
 The people of Raia mistook them for the horrors leaking into the world, and assumed that these 
Unsealed were part of the incursion.  Sadly, many were.  Many of these twisted mortals were driven so 
mad that they attacked anyone in sight.  

However, a large enough number of the Unsealed survived and hid.  They waited out the war, hidden 
away in the heights of the mountains, the depths of the jungles, and the wastes of the desert.  Through 
the years, they made a new life.  One kingdom, Laojian-Lu, was welcoming to these strange new people, 
and sheltered them, but most were unaccepting.  In the past few years they have started to be seen 
more often in the world, and since the Second Destroyer War is fading from the memory of the newer 
generation, some are even finding their way into major cities. 

It is not all good feelings.  Many of the younger generation of Unsealed grew up resenting that they had 
to remain hidden.  They find themselves hating other mortal races, even more so because of the way 
that new Unsealed are born. 

Unsealed retain some of the qualities of their original races, but they are, at the core, a new creature. 
 Their skins are a flowing mix of dark blues, purples and greens.  Shimmers are often present under the 
colors, and it is not uncommon to see bright blues, purples and greens in their hair.  However, these 
racial traits do not set in until the Unsealed goes through puberty, in their teen years. 

Thus, Unsealed spend their childhood years looking nothing like their parents.  They spend their 
childhood as Greenskins, elves, etc.  Some of the older Unsealed, upon mating and producing children 
for the first time, were shocked to first discover that Unsealed of different base races could produce 
children at all!  Then they were even more surprised to see that their children appeared to be normal.  A 
child of Unsealed parents will always look like the base race of the mother.  Many Unsealed took their 
children and left them at orphanages in towns with a large population of the race that their child 
appeared to be. 

Imagine the shock of the adoptive parents when their children shifted and changed in their teenage 
years, and looked exactly like the twisted horrors that had come from the void a few years before. 
 Many were killed; more were run out of town.  
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Some parents still try to give their children a better upbringing than they could offer.  Some adoptive 
families accept their changeling children, but more often than not the teenagers are kicked out of the 
place where they grew up, at the worst time in their lives to face such a horrible shock. 

Unsealed is an uncommon race at large in the world of Raia, and are strange to behold.  With the 
twisted magical effect on their soul come some strange detriments and benefits, and because of these, 
they find it harder to interact with the rest of the world. 

Incentive Cost: 60 

Costume Requirements 

As an Unsealed, you first choose your base race from the list of basic races available.  Your skin then 
must be covered in swirls of deep blue, purple and green, with a slight shimmer to the skin-tone. Your 
hair must be brightly colored with blue, purple and green.  Some races’ base traits will be completely 
overshadowed by those of the Unsealed.  A Greenskin Unsealed, with no additional costume 
requirements other than green-tinged skin, might look exactly like a Human Unsealed.  Any costume 
pieces like horns, wings, tails, etc. must be mangled and twisted, and colored in this fashion. 

Racial Bonus: Fae Charm 

As an Unsealed, your race is so twisted by void magic that it has left permanent scarring through your 
mind and psyche.  This has, however, a benefit.  You cannot be mind controlled,  possessed or 
dominated.. 

Racial Weakness: Tongue Tied 

The downside of this mental scarring is that you cannot tell a lie.  You may omit information, you can be 
misleading, but if you give a direct answer it must be the truth.  (For example: if asked, “Where’s 
Regnar?!”  You cannot say, “I don’t know” if you actually know.  You can, however, say, “He’s an elf… Try 
the woods.”) 

The Unsealed count as Horrors for the purpose of Wrath. 
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Volsaken 
In the wake of the Second Destroyer War, scholars began to notice a curse begin to spread across the 
face of Raia.  This curse makes the poor soul affected appear sunken and sickly, and causes them 
incredible amounts of pain in the light of the sun.  Most who are affected by this curse have fuzzy 
memories of how they came to be changed.  Stories are similar the world over, “I woke up one morning 
after a night out, couldn’t remember the night before, and suddenly I couldn’t go out in the sun!” 

Most do not know how they got this curse, though some have hazy memories of being attacked the 
night before.  All that they know is that their lives are forever changed.  The light of the sun causes them 
pain, and things that benefit directly from the sun often cause them problems.  Thus, eating anything 
that is not meat will often cause them to become ill.  Fresh fruits and vegetables are directly off of the 
menu, and even vegetables with a strong scent can be enough to cause them discomfort.  

The curse is not all bad, and some are even delighted to find that they have become Volsaken.  These 
creatures are not entirely living, and their soul has become partially detached from their body.  Almost 
every Volsaken learns quickly that they have to anchor their soul to an item outside of their own form. 
 Most find it easier to connect their soul to something that holds special meaning for them, though 
some try and hide it in something that would not be the obvious choice.  So long as the Volsaken takes 
the time to care for this soulvault, when they die they will immediately resurrect wherever the vault 
itself is.  They also appear to cease aging on the day they become Volsaken.  Though they have only 
been around for about 50 years, none appear to age at all. 

Some suspect this curse has its base in the God of Fire himself.  They believe that Vol is secretly 
spreading a curse to spite the Gods of Light. Others believe the source is more methodical and planned. 
 Often outbreaks of this curse are localized.  Many Volsaken will appear in an area at one time, and then 
none will appear ever again.  This often leads to witch hunts, and many new Volsaken are killed very 
quickly. 

However, some Volsaken have managed to gain incredible amounts of power and influence.  Some rise 
to positions of great power in their kingdoms.  This is where many scholars find their backing for the 
methodical theory.  Some Volsaken who rise to power through terror, murder, and overtly villainous 
methods disappear without notice.  Some Volsaken tell stories of a bogeyman who seeks out the worst 
of them and wipes them out with a vengeance, others tell stories of a paladin of light who has vowed to 
destroy all darkness, starting with the Volsaken scum. 

Incentive Cost: 70 points 

Costume Requirements 

You begin as a member of one of the basic races.  Volsaken are sometimes indiscernible from other 
members of their race. They begin to go slightly red around the eyes, bloodshot and sickly.  Their skin 
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looses its bright color over the first few months, giving them a slightly ashy, unhealthy look.  Most prefer 
fully covering clothes than anything that shows skin.  Fully covering garments offer some protection 
from the sun. 

Racial Benefit: Soulvault 

You choose an item, which must be written on your character sheet, into which you keep a portion of 
your soul.  When you die, you may resurrect wherever your Soulvault is, as though you were resurrected 
with a level 3 resurrect.  You must spend 10 minutes performing a ceremony with a level 5 component 
to recharge your soulvault.  

You may choose a new soulvault.  However, this takes three events, and each event you must perform 
two 10 minute ceremonies using level 5 components to do so.  A staff member must sign off on the 
change. 

Racial Weakness: Sunburn 

Direct sunlight causes a Pain Effect for 10 seconds.  You can exist without being in pain in the shade on a 
sunny day, but it makes you uncomfortable.  If you completely cover your body, including tinted glasses, 
you can exist in the sunlight. 

The Volsaken count as Undead for the purpose of Wrath. 
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Wyldlings 
As the Destroyer Gods rose in power at the start of the Second Destroyer War, a few of the World 
Keepers came together to try and strengthen the side of the Light. Lyn’bri’ar, the Goddess of the Hunt, 
gathered minor gods in her field and together they began to weave a great blessing to their faithful.  The 
plan was to imbue those in their domain with the power to stand against the horrific incursion into their 
world. 

All throughout Raia people began to feel the blessing forming.  Hunters alone in the woods felt the grips 
on their bows strengthen, their muscles expand and their heartbeats quicken.  Trappers felt their 
eyesight and hearing sharpen.  Primal warriors howled to the stars as their blood ran hot with the power 
that Lyn’bri’ar and her kin were working. 

Unknown to Lyn’bri’ar, one of her allies had been waylaid earlier in the war, and the God of Corruption 
had taken his place.  Disguised as the minor God of Instinct, the Dark God of Corruption worked a dark 
curse into the benevolent blessing.  It wasn’t until the ceremony was complete that Lyn’bri’ar realized 
that something was wrong. 

Those around the world who were feeling the effects of the blessing would not realize until nightfall that 
something was amiss.  As the night descended, they felt their bodies shifting and their minds unhinging. 
 The blessing from Lyn’bri’ar granted them speed and strength, sharpening their bodies and allowing 
them to use their hands as effectively as their own weapons.  The nightfall sharpened their hands into 
sharper claws, brought out dark whorls in their skin, and drove them close to madness. 

The curse of Corruption unhinged the Wyldlings.  When night falls they become unstable, losing their 
tempers at the drop of a hat, believing almost anything that they are told, and lashing out at those 
around them.  Their grip on their own sanity becomes very loose, and some just disappear into the dark. 

Thousands of warriors fell to this curse.  Members of talented military units went mad and turned on 
their fellow men at arms, doing as much damage to those around them as the horrors that they faced in 
battle. 

Eventually, those who survived with this curse were able to find ways to live with it.  Some locked 
themselves away at night, some disappeared into the woods as the sun began to set, seeking solace 
with their closeness to Lyn’bri’ar.  Some were able to exert exceptional self-control and live with the 
curse with relatively few issues. 

What came as a shock to all infected with this curse was when they had children.  The curse appears, to 
all involved, to pass through families.  Universally, children born of a Wyldling come into the world with 
the same curse. 
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These children are often coached through their childhood to control their wild side, and to be 
exceptionally cautious in their actions.  One wrong move could lead to bloody accidents, and the parents 
of Wyldling children make sure to take every precaution.  

Many kingdoms dislike Wyldlings, and often they are run out of towns even without having any 
accidents.  Some have come together in small communities in the wilderness, some try to keep their 
darker side hidden. 

Many succeed.  So long as they remain hidden at night, they have no visible differences from others of 
their race.  They can mate with others of their race, and live relatively normal lives, hiding their true 
nature away. 

Many fail.  They grow weary of hiding away, and finally lose their temper where it costs them the most. 
 Their darker, bestial side brings the townsfolk out with pitchforks and torches, and their entire lives are 
often forfeit. 

Because of this, many feel ashamed of their darker side, and almost universally try to keep their curse 
secret. 

Incentive Cost: 80 

Costume Requirements 

Wyldlings have no physical differences to their un-cursed counterparts.  Most appear a little more 
disheveled than is common, but other than that there are no visual differences during the day. 
 However, as the sun sets, changes begin to take place.  You must apply the makeup for these changes 
IN-GAME.  Anyone who sees you applying the paint sees your form changing and shifting, and it is a 
HORRIFIC change to behold.  Anyone who watches you change your costume takes an Intimidate 2 
effect. 

Your hair grows longer and unruly, your hands deform into sharp claws, and wild whorls rise on your 
skin.  Along with these marking you must line your eyes with paint that glows in the dark.  You must 
paint these on in-game, but you can hide to do so. 

Racial Benefit: Claws 

You may, during the day or the night, use two claw weapons that are between 12 and 20 inches in 
length.  The phys-reps do not have to change in appearance at night, though they can.  You can use 
these weapons offensively.  They are treated as though they were melee weapons for the purposes of 
what they can and cannot block. 

Racial Detriment: Unstable 

You are quick to anger, and very likely to turn on your allies in a battle If you have the Frenzy Feat or the 
Sorcerer’s Rage Feat, you MUST use these if you take 5 points of damage, day or night.  At night, even if 
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you do not have these feats, if you take more than 5 points of damage you become enraged and must 
fight whoever is near you, as though you were frenzied.   

 

 



 

Class Paths 
These paths give you special abilities that augment your basic 
paths and feats. 

 

Each character has two class paths; a primary and a secondary. The primary class 
abilities (denoted with a P) are only available to you in your primary class. All 
other abilities are available to you for your primary or secondary class. 

When you level up a class path, you may choose one ability or bonus from the 
appropriate level. 



Artisan Class Path
P  Augmented Restoratives: Any item you create that heals points heals one additional point of its 
specified kind.
P  Item Make, Damage Do: Any non-Smithing item you make that deals damage deals one 
additional point of damage.
Clever Artificer:  You may spend 10 minutes resetting any sprung trap. It remains in place and you 
may use this ability indefinitely.
Talented Entertainer: Your grandstand path restores an additional two skill points and magic 
points.
Magical Burnoff: You may use a higher level component than needed.

You gain two stat points of your choice

You may treat one additional person with Surgery or Psychology at a time.

You may target one additional person with your grandstand ability.

P  Apt Adept: Your time to perform Surgery and Grandstand is cut in half.

P  Quick Crafting: Your crafting time is cut in half.
Efficient Crafting: You can use a component that is 1 level lower than the level of the ceremony 
you are performing, to a minimum of level 1.

Combat Crafter: You may use crafting/cermony paths, Grandstand and Surgery in/near combat.
Lasting Impression: The duration that your ceremonies exist is doubled. (This does not affect 
duration after being used.  So, a poison would not have a duration of 10 minutes instead of five. 
This is particularly useful for Enhancements, Smithing and Runes.)

You gain two stat points of your choice

You may treat one additional person with Surgery or Psychology at a time.

You may target one additional person with your grandstand ability.

P  Boosted: When you use the boost feat you may apply the boosted item’s effect to a second 
target, if applicable.
P  Mastercraft (ceremony/crafting): When you gain this ability choose a ceremony or crafting 
path. Whenever you create or enchant something using that path you may create a second 
identical item or effect. If its an effect (such as enhancement or smithing augmentations) the 
second effect must be applied immediately to a legal target. (essentially you may enchant two 
things at once as long as it’s the same effect. They must have been present for the whole 
Applied Smithing: Any weapon you create with smithing may hold two different augmentations. 
This should be noted on the item tag.
Eureka!!!: Once per rest you may automatically pass a test, but you also take the botch effect.

Self Diagnosis: You may perform surgery or psychology on yourself.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5



Mage Class Path
P  Broken but Mending: Whenever a shield spell ends on you by any means you get an instant use of 
heal at level one or your level (whichever is higher). This still costs a MP.
P  Sword Mage: You may add your basic weapon damage to channeled spells.
Wand Expert: You may add your bonus damage and/or healing to wands as you cast them.
Controlled Chaos: You no longer take damage from you own chaos spell, but can no longer be the 
primary target.
Elemental Mastery: You gain four damage types for your bolt spell.

You gain two stat points of your choice.

You gain a bonus point of damage for your spells

You gain a bonus point of healing for your spells.

Two of your circles cast at one level higher. (This effect can stack)

P  Power of Tau: By using Tau instead of Pi, you half the time it takes you to create a circle of magic.
P  Auto Channel: If you have the Channel Path, you can use it without expending the additional 
magic point for Non-Damaging spells.
Skillfully Magical: You may use Skill points as Magic points (not the other way around unless you 
have the rogue ability)
Mobile Distract: You may move while using distract. 
Tenacious Minions: Your Animated minions gain a respawn. Once they die they may respawn after 
60 seconds. After this they die like normal.

You gain two stat points of your choice.

You gain a bonus point of damage for your spells.

You gain a bonus point of healing for your spells.

Two of your circles cast at one level higher. (This effect can stack)

P  Purge: You can now use the class spell Purge. Purge removes one magical tag (of your choice) 
from your target. It casts at your level in Mage. When you use it, call "Purge 5, Remove [Effect]".
P  Entwined Casting: For the cost of an extra MP, you may combine the effects of two spells into 
one. They cast at the lowest spell's level. For example, if you want to combine Bolt 5 and Gust 3, you 
would say your casting line, spend 2MP and call, "Entwine, Bolt Gust Three, Five Damage, Six Steps 
Back". Entwine counts as an augment. It cannot be used with augment feats like Instant or Direct, 
though it is not itself a feat.
Forceful Blast: Your gust now also deals a point of damage; this may be increased.
Arcane Explosion: When you reach zero hit points you explode dealing damage in a blast around 
you. You deal one point of damage for every 5 magic points you have. This puts you at -1 hit points.
Mobile Shield: You may WALK while protected by shield magic.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5



Rogue Class Path
P  Shadow Stab: You may use backstab while hiding and remain hidden by spending an additional 
skill point.

P  Test While Hiding: You may take a test while hiding. No matter the outcome when you draw a 
card you become visible.

Wing It: Once per rest you may take any test using your Rogue Class Level.

Dread Pirate Resist: Any time you consume a poison in food or drink and don’t finish the item you 
take the poison effect but the poison remains with the item.
Bow Block: You may block melee strikes or non-magical ranged attacks with ranged weapons.

You gain two stat points of your choice

You increase your Test Number by one when you test

You deal an additional damage with ranged weapons

Your Backstab deals an additional point of damage

P  Hide Other: You may hide another person with you when you hide, both at your level in hide.

P  Mobile Shot: You may move while using ranged weapons..

Magically Skillful: You may use magic points as skill points (not the other way around unless you 
have the mage ability)
Too Slow: Whenever you use Dodge or Parry you get an immediate use of Quickstrike Weaken (at 
level one or your level, whichever is higher) against the original attacker. Does not work with Mage 
Parry.
Poison Feint: Any time you attempt to deliver a poison via melee weapon and it is negated you 
gain a free use of Feint to try again before the poison is wasted.

You gain two stat points of your choice

You increase your Test Number by one when you test

You deal an additional damage with ranged weapons

Your Backstab deals an additional point of damage

Shadow Shot: You may use a ranged weapon from hide and remain hidden by spending a skill 
point.

Vanish Other: You may Vanish another target with you when you use the feat. The target is hidden 
automatically. He must use his own hide, unless you use Hide Other.

Mortal Blow: Your killing/stunning blow count is reduced by three seconds.
Expert Swordplay: When you use swordplay, if you have a free hand, the target item is handed to 
you instead of dropped.  Call “Expert Swordplay.”

Bypass Device: Whenever you use Disable Device, you may choose to leave the device intact 
instead of disabling/destroying it.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5



Warrior Class Path
P  Double Cut: Your Cleave Feat hits an extra person.

P  Dual Wield: You may strike offensively with your parrying dagger.
Immovable Object: Any time you are forced to move you can reduce the number of steps you take 
by your level in Warrior, to a minimum of 1.
Take a Hit: You may use Withstand for another person within arm’s reach.
Bow Block: You may block melee strikes or non-magical ranged attacks with ranged weapons.

You gain two stat points of your choice
You gain an additional follower allowed for your leadership path
You deal an additional damage with ranged weapons
Your command grants an additional point of damage

P  Spell Block: Your shield can now block spells
P  Power Shot: You may use melee feats with a ranged weapon at a range. This makes the feats 
count as ranged attacks.
Door Breaker: You may use the Strength path in place of Disable Device.
Too Tough: Whenever you use Resist Damage or Withstand you get an immediate use of 
Quickstrike Stun (at level one or your level, whichever is higher) against the original attacker.
Served Hot: When you use the Quickstrike portion of your Revenge ability, you may substitute a 
skill path (still costs a SP) or In Place of Damage ability for your basic weapon damage. The level of 
the ability is limited by the level of the path or your level in Revenge, whichever is lower.

You gain two stat points of your choice
You gain an additional follower allowed for your leadership path
You deal an additional damage with ranged weapons
Your command grants an additional point of damage

P  Cunning Commander: You may grant your command bonus to two people at once.

P  Dual Wield 2: Your parrying dagger may be as long as your primary weapon.

Get Back: Whenever you deliver a strength you also do a point of damage.

Razorbow: You may strike with your bow as though it were a melee weapon, following all the 
rules for such.
Guard: Once per rest you may call this ability. As long as you stay in physical contact you take all 
damage the guarded target would take. Your target may still be affected by non-damage effects.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5



Artisan
Paths

Path
Type

Point 
Granted

Mage
Paths

Path
Type

Point
Granted

Alchemy Crafting H/S Bolt Magic Spell M
Animate Ceremony H/M Channel Magic M
Devices Crafting H/S Chaos Magic Spell M
Enhancement Ceremony H/M Dispel Ceremony M/S
Grandstand Skill M/S Distract Magic Spell Tag M
Psychology Crafting H/S Drain Magic Spell M
Lore Test H/S Gust Magic Spell Tag M
Runes Ceremony H/M Heal Magic Spell M
Scrolling Ceremony M/S Mage Armor Magic Spell Tag M
Smithing Crafting H/S Resist Magic Magic M
Surgery Passive/Crafting H/S Resurrection Ceremony H/M
Wands Ceremony M/S Shield Magic Spell Tag M

Ward Magic Spell Tag M
Whirlwind Magic Spell Tag M

Rogue
Paths

Path
Type

Point 
Granted

Warrior
Paths

Path
Type

Point 
Granted

Athletics Test H Armor Passive H
Backstab Skill S Command Combo Tag H
Cheat Special H Intimidate Combo Tag H
Disable Device Test S Leadership Ceremony H
Escape Artist Skill/Test S Parry Skill S
Hide Skill S Revenge Combo Tag H
Marksmanship Skill S Strength Combo H
Search Skill/Test S Stun Skill Combo Tag S
Weaken Skill Combo Tag S Tactics Skill Combo Tag S

Withstand Skill S

These paths determine your character's base abilites, and also 
increase your Health, Magic and Skill points.
Every character has 10 basic paths. Unleveled paths grant you the associated stat 
point, but are unusable until they are at least level 1.

Basic Paths



Alchemy Crafting Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  
One Hit Point or One Skill Point 

Each level you have in Alchemy allows you to choose a Alchemy Recipe. It also allows you to learn 
occasional special recipes that may be put into the game for specific events or activities. 
You can learn recipes from anyone who has them, but you may only learn recipes of levels that you have 
in Alchemy. 
There are detrimental potions and helpful potions.  If you drink a potion, it takes five seconds.  If you are 
applying a potion to a weapon (detrimental potions are often called poisons) you must take five seconds 
to do so.  The same applies to slipping a potion into food or drink.  Your count is either Drinking 5… 
Drinking 4… Down to one, or Poisoning 5… Poisoning 4…. Down to one. 
You can use potions on swords, daggers, thrown daggers, or arrows.  You can also put them into drinks 
or food.  A weapon (sword, arrow, etc) can only have one potion on it at a time. 
If you apply a potion to a weapon, you must have the tag on your person until the potion is expended. 
For melee weapons, the potion takes effect at the end of your next Combo; it cannot be stacked with 
damage or any other Combo ability. Poisons are treated as a level 1 Combo abililty (e.g., they can be 
blocked with Parry 1, etc.) 
For ranged weapons, they apply when the weapon (knife, arrow, etc.) is used. They replace all damage 
the weapon would otherwise do. 
If you apply a potion to food or drink, you must attach the tag to the food. 

 

  



Level Name Description 
Alchem

y Recipes 
   1 

Basic Healing Potion The Recipient is healed of 5 HP. 

Luck Potion 
If consumed directly before performing a test path that the recipient already has, they 
increase their Test Number by one. 

Phosphorescent Vial This is a glow stick, it must be blue. 

   

2 
Basic Elixer The recipient is healed of 2 SP and 2 MP. 
Draught of Concentration Your casting, for the duration of the mod, cannot be interrupted by weapon strikes. 
Truth Serum The recipient of this potion is compelled to answer five questions truthfully. 

Confusion Poison The victim of this poison is Confused (cannot take any action and must roleplay being confused 
until they take any effect or weapon strike.) 

   

3 
Clarity Draught Grants the recipient a Resist Charm that must be used immediately. Can be taken in response 

to a Charm or Mind Control effect. 

Sensitivity Venom The victim of this poison takes 1 extra damage from all sources until the next time they are 
brought to 0 HP or are cured of the poison through a different means. (Surgery, typically.) 

Anti-Venom Cures you of any alchemical effect that is not a toxin. 

   

4 
Major Healing Potion The Recipient is healed of 10 HP. 

Second Wind Potion Recipient regains one use of one of their BASIC feats. A person may only benefit from this 
potion once per mod. 

Draining Poison The victim of this poison loses 3 HP, SP, and MP. 

   

5 
Anticoagulant Poison 

The victim of this poison cannot be healed HP by any means until you are dropped to zero hit 
points. Note: endure is not a healing, it is just powering through a problem.  You can use 
endure when under the effect of this poison. 

Major Elixer The recipient is healed of 5 SP and 5 MP. 

Silence Poison 
The victim of this poison is silenced for the next 5 minutes. They cannot make any vocal noise 
IN-GAME. This means that they cannot use any Charms, nor can they cast Spells that require a 
vocal component, or cast scrolls. You may still call skills. 

Delirium Poison The victim of this poison cannot tell friend from foe until they are dropped to zero hit points, 
showing no loyalty.  



Animate Ceremony Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  
OneHit Point or One Magic Point 

You can make a totem that can instantly pull a soul from a dead body and resurrect it as an animated servant. The servant retains no abilities 
(from race, magic items, etc.) that it had when it was alive, and is completely under the control of the person who summoned it. All animates 
can use one-handed weapons; their other stats and abilities determined by the totem that made them.  
 
When you create an animate totem, it has a level equal to your level in Animate. This is separate from the level of the recipe you are using; 
that only determines the component required to create it. The level must be noted on the item tag. 
 
When you choose this path at character creation, you choose which form of animated creature you will always create.  
The choices are: Undead, Golem, or Animate Element. Each form comes with some costume requirement, which you, as the creator, are 
obligated to provide. This can be something as simple as paint and a colored tabard (gray for Undead, brown for Golems, or the appropriate 
color off of the Animate Element Wheel for Elementals), to something as exotic as a full costume. Whichever you find easier to carry on your 
person. Each type of animated minion comes with one racial ability. 
Undead: Cannibalize. May spend up to 10 seconds (pretend) eating a dead body, and regains one HP per second. 
Golem: Natural Armor 2 
Animate Element: 1 Use of Elemental Blast 5 (type of Elemental) PER odd level of the ceremony and swings their native element. 
 
The intelligence of an animate is determined by the level of the totem used to create it: 
Levels 1 and 2 Animated Minions cannot talk. They are mindless creatures, unable to do anything more than follow simple tasks: kill them, 
fight this, guard me, hold still, etc. They retain NO knowledge of their former lives. When eventually resurrected as a living creature, the 
character remembers none of what that happened while animated. 
Levels 3 and 4  Animated Minions can talk, but are not that smart. The do not remember anything about its previous life. It can be given 
slightly more complicated instructions, like: go get that box and hide it, or grab my friend and bring her to safety. When eventually resurrected 
as a living creature, the character remembers only some of what that happened while animated. 
Level 5 Animated Minion can talk, and well. It retains all of its memories, and most of its personality. The only difference is that it will obey 
ANY and ALL commands of its creator. The Level 5 Animated Minion may not like the order it is given, and may feel regret, but it will follow 
orders. When eventually resurrected as a living creature, the character remembers everything that happened while animated. 
 
Someone who is raised as an undead creature may, after an hour of undead service, when out of combat, be resurrected with no resurrection 
sickness.  So, if you die on the battlefield and a person raises you with an animate totem, after an hour of service, if they release you, you can 
be resurrected with no negative effects.  
 
You retain control of your animated servant for 1 hour per the totem’s level in Animate.  After that, they can choose to continue to serve you, 
or to be free.  When an Undead is free from the control of its creator, it becomes mad and murderous.  It will try to kill everyone near it, no 
matter who they are. 



Level Type HP/MP/SP Weapon 
Proficiencies Abilities 

Anim
ate Totem

s 

      

1 Basic 10/0/0 On-Handed 
Only Strength 1 and Hamstring 1 

Healing 5/10/0 Shield Heal 1, Order 1 and Circle of Heal 

     

2 
Moderate 10/0/5 2-Handed Has two of the following Paths at level 1: 

Strength, Stun, Weaken, Intimidate 

Sneak 10/0/5 Parrying 
Dagger Hide 2, Backstab 2, Search 2 

     

3 

Basic 
Defender 10/0/10 Shield Parry 3, Armor 1, Withstand 1 

Can Parry for summoner 

Arcane 5/15/0 Staff 
Has three of the following paths at level 2: 
Bolt. Gust, Drain, Chaos 
Can use one element of your choice for Bolt 

     

4 
Mirror 

This animate has the same stat points and weapon proficiences as the person who summoned it. 
It retains one of the summoner's class paths and 5 of the summoner's basic paths at the same 
levels as the summoner. 

Archer 10/0/10 Bow Marksmanship 2, Stun 2, Weaken 2, Intimidate 2, Mobile Shot, 
Bowblock, and arrows deal 3 damage 

     

5 
Advanced 
Defender 15/5/5 Shield, 2-

handed 

Armor 2, Parry 2, Resist Magic 2, Withstand 2, Shield 2, Spell 
Block 
Can use Sacrifice on summoner for the cost of 1 HP 

Beidhandig 10/0/10 This animate can dual-wield (strike with two one-handed wepons offensively). It also 
has Hide 4, Search 4, Backstab 4 and one use of Vanish.  



Devices Crafting Path Point Granted at Character Creation: One Hit Point or 
One Skill Point 

The Devices path is used to make locks, traps, and other general equipment. 
Locks: 
All locks reduce your Test Number to bypass the lock by the level of the lock.  Thus, if you have five 
Passes in your test deck, and you are trying to bypass (say, through Strength or Disable Device) a Level 1 
lock, that level 1 lock means you only have four Passes.  If the lock reduces your Test Number to 0, you 
may not attempt to bypass it. 
Each lock is made with exactly 1 key.  The key and the lock must each be labeled.   (The label to 
designate which key is which should include your character name, and a nickname for the lock, so that 
they can be easily distinguished.)  Thus, if Chendek is making two level 1 locks, the tags on one set of 
lock and key would say “Level 1 Lock, Chendek Blue”, and the next could say “Level 1 Lock, Chendek Elf”.  
You can either give them names or numbers, whichever is easier to keep track of. 
Locks placed on doors should NEVER actually stop the door from opening.  Not being able to get into a 
room is a hazard for some, and a nuisance for the staff if they have to get into a room between events 
and you forgot to unlock it.  Locks placed on boxes may prevent the box from opening. 
  
Traps: 
Player made traps are one-use traps that you make and can then set up in a location. They are signified 
by orange cord (string, etc.) and a tag placed in the middle of the cord.  You can carry an un-set trap on 
your person (the tag) until you set it up somewhere.  Once it is set up, you may not move it.  The trap 
itself must be visible, for safety reasons. All traps are considered hidden at level 1, and can be found 
using the Search path. 
 
Restraints: 
This includes handcuffs, manacles, stocks, etc. During a mod, restraints work as specified by the GM. 
Players can also make their own restraints. YOU MAY NOT ACTUALLY RESTRAIN A PLAYER; the player 
must always be able to remove himself or herself from the restraints. This is for safety reasons, and so 
that players can use abilities like Escape Artist and Disable Device to remove themselves.  

 

  



Level Name Description 

Devices Recipes 
   

1 
Basic Lock Level 1 This lock reduces the Test Number of someone trying to open it by 1. 
Tripwire Trap Triggering this trap affects you with a Trip 1. 

Torch This makes a flashlight that can be used by anyone. It must have a red colored light or be covered by a 
red gel.  

Knockback Trap When triggered this trap knocks you 3 steps in the direction the trap states. 

   

2 

Basic Lock Level 2 This lock reduces the Test Number of someone trying to open it by 2. 

Poison Dart Trap This trap, when triggered, shoots darts at the person triggering it.  These darts, at their base, do a total 
of 1 point of damage.  However, a poison can be applied to them.  Attach the poison tag to the trap tag. 

Alarm Trap After triggering this trap you must SHOUT “ALARM” as loud as you can.  Feel free to run afterwards. 

Grappling Hook 
This item must have a physrep of a 10 foot rope with a spell packet tied to the end.  You can use it to 
cross pits/chasms, etc.  However, it is a one use item.  As many people as want can use the rope, for one 
chasm, but you cannot use it on multiple chasms. 

Trap Ball 
This glass (out of game it must be a boffer ball) , once crafted, can have a trap placed into it. The trap 
becomes a one-time use item that may be thrown. This counts as a ranged attack, but does not gain any 
ranged attack bonuses. 

 
  

3 
Basic Lock Level 3 This lock reduces the Test Number of someone trying to open it by 3. 

Alarm Lock This lock only reduces the Test Number by 1.  However, if a Fail/Botch is drawn, you must SHOUT 
“ALARM” as loud as you can.  Feel free to run afterwards. 

Duplicate Key This makes another key for a lock. To do this it requires the original key or the lock. The label on the 
Duplicate Key must be exactly the same as the original label, with the addition of the word “Duplicate”. 

Restraints 
These can be handcuffs, manacles, stocks, etc. These can be placed on a player to restrict their 
movements or actions. Without a lock, they can simply be removed. If a lock is on them, the player 
wearing them can use an Escape Artist test to escape. They may not use a Disable Device test on the 
lock that is restraining them. 



4 
Basic Lock Level 4 This lock reduces the Test Number of someone trying to open it by 4. Devices Recipes 
Poison Lock This lock only reduces the number of successes in a test deck by 1.  However, if a fail/botch is drawn, 

the person trying to bypass the lock takes a poison that knocks them to 0 hit points. 

Caltrops You may mark a 10x10 ft. area. Anyone who walks through this area must walk heel-to-toe, unless they 
have Athletics 4 or higher. 

   

5 
Basic Lock Level 5 This lock reduces the Test Number of someone trying to open it by 5. 
Damage Trap When triggered, does 15 points of damage. 

Break Limb Trap When this trap is triggered the limb noted by the trap is broken. 
 

  



Enhancement Ceremony Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  
One Hit Point or One Magic Point 

This will allow you to place blesings on your friends or curses on your enemies. You may only have one 
blessing and one curse on you at a time.  A new blessing placed on you ends the blessing you currently 
have the moment it takes effect (same for curses). Enhancements remain on your target for 6 hours. 

 

  



Level Name Description 
Enhancem

ent Blessings 
   

1 
Quick Recovery For the duration, anytime the recipient is restored of any lost hit points, they are restored for 

one more.  This does not make you go over your maximum hit points. 
Enhance Body, Lesser For the duration, your maximum hit points are raised by 5 points. 

Hand of the Elements 
For the duration, you gain an extra damage type for the purpose of spells and ceremonies. 

  
 

2 
Stone Skin For the duration, you gain a use of Resist Damage.  Once used, it is expended. 

Mental Defense 
For the duration, you gain a use of Overcome.  This can be rested back like a normal feat. 

Magical Defense For the duration, you gain a use of Absorb Magic.  Once used, it is expended. 

 
 

 

3 
Lightning Reflexes For the duration, you gain a use of Dodge.  Once used, it is expended. 
Enhance Mind For the duration, your maximum Skill Points are raised by 3 points. 

Enhance Soul For the duration, your maximum Magic Points are raised by 3 points. 

  
 

4 
Enhance Body, Greater For the duration, your maximum Hit Points are raised by 8 points. 

Imbued Fury 
For the duration, the recipient of this enhancement has the ability to use a Wrath feat.You 
cannot grant someone a Wrath of a creature type that you do not have a Wrath Feat for.  (So, if 
you have Wrath Demons and Wrath Undead, you cannot grant them a Wrath Horrors.) 

Memory Boost At the time of this ceremony being performed, you choose one of your basic feats, and get an 
extra use of that feat for the duration.  This extra use is regenerated just like normal feats. 

  
 

5 
Enhance Magic- Healing For the duration, your healing spells heal an extra 1 Hit Point. 
Enhance Magic- Damage For the duration, your damaging spells do an extra 1 point of damage. 
Enhance Soul For the duration, your maximum Magic Points are raised by 6 points. 
Enhance Mind For the duration, your maximum Skill Points are raised by 6 points. 



Level Name Description 
Enhancem

ent Curses 
   1 Restless Mind Doubles your resting time. 

Wandering Soul Doubles the time of any resurrection ceremony used on you. 

   

2 Fractured Geometry The time it takes you to create a circle of magic is doubled. 

Allergic to Magic Every time you cast a spell, sneeze and take a Gust 2 in the opposite direction (Or backwards, if 
you are casting on yourself). 

 
  

3 
Shrinking Soul Your max HP MP and SP are reduced by two. (Min. 1 HP, 0 MP, 0 SP) 

Fumbling Fingers Your crafting time is doubled. 

   

4 Weakened Stance Every time you take 2 or more damage from a single effect, take Strength 5 in the opposite 
direction. 

Healing Ward You are immune to healing from all magical sources. 

   

5 
Infernal Cochlea Every time you use a feat, you take a Trip (fall to the ground for 5 seconds). 

Hastened Death You bleed to death in 20 seconds. 

  



Grandstand Skill Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  
One Skill Point or One Magic Point 

For the cost of 1 skill point, you get the following ability.  Once you have taken this path, you are unable to ever benefit from this path if others 
have it.  To use this path, you must sing a short song, Give a rousing speech, play music, or anything generally showy which lasts for 30 
seconds.  At the end of the 30 seconds, you give the appropriate amount of listeners the bonuses.  You may use it on a mod. 

Level 1 Returns 1 Skill Point and 1 Magic Point to 3 listeners. 
Level 2 Returns 2 Skill Points and 2 Magic Points to 3 listeners. 
Level 3 Returns 3 Skill Points and 3 Magic Point to 3 listeners. 
Level 4 Returns 4 Skill Points and 4 Magic Points to 3 listeners. 
Level 5 Returns 5 Skill points and 5 Magic Points to 3 listeners. 

    
Lore Test Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  

One Hit Point or One Skill Point 

Lore is your study of the world, your knowledge base, and your ability to figure out puzzles and riddles. Lore is a TEST based ability, so you will 
use the TEST mechanics to see if you know a certain area’s history, can solve a riddle to get into a tomb, or figure out a potent monster’s one 
weakness. 
You can, at the beginning of a mod, or anytime on a mod, ask the GM or Hook of the mod questions and take a lore test to see if they answer 
it.  These questions can be answered about things that will be on the mod, or things that you can do to do more damage or so on.  The GM or 
Hook can just tell you that you find nothing if they have no information to give you. 
Lore may also grant you access to special information at the beginning of the event. 

      



Psychology Crafting Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  
One Hit Point or One Skill Point 

Psychology can be used to place psychoses (or Psych effects) on a target. The target can be willingly hypnotized, unconscious, asleep, or 
restrained. Psych effects fall into two categories: fettles (positive) and disorders (negative). Psychoses wear off after 6 hours. You can have at 
most one fettle and one disorder on you at a time. Getting a new fettle placed on you while you already have one will erase the old one (same 
goes for disorders). 

 

  



Level Name Description 
Psychology Fettles 

   1 
Bravery Target may use “Resist Intimidate” twice per rest. 
Intuition Once per rest, target may peak into a treasure chest to see if there is a trap. 

Logic Once per encounter, target may ask an out-of-game GM if they think something is a good idea. 

   

2 
Grit Target may use “Resist Pain” twice per rest.  

Confidence Increases Target’s Escape Artist, Parry, OR Resist Magic path by one level (Max. Level 5). 

Clarity of Mind Weapon strikes do not interrupt testing. Testing is still interrupted by damage. 

 
  

3 
Narcolepsy Any time target enters a building, she/he passes out for 2 minutes, after which she/he is fully 

rested. Does not work near battle. 
Loyalty Target can Parry for other players. Target can ONLY Parry for other players. 
Obsessive Crafting 
Disposition 

Target’s crafting time is halved. Target cannot stop crafting once he/she starts unless he/she 
takes damage. 

   

4 
Compassion Target can spend his/her HP to heal someone at on a 2-to-1 basis. 
Mental Fortitude Removes one Disorder. This has no lasting effect 

Vigilant Target is immune to all effects while sleeping. Must have a sign to indicate this. 

   

5 
Arrogance Increases target’s Max HP by 10. Target cannot use Parry, Resist Magic or Escape Artist. 
Encouragement Target can transfer his/her SP to another player at a 2-to-1 basis. 

Temperance You cannot be forced to take up arms against your allies. 

 



Level Name Description 
Psychology Disorders 

   1 
Mental Jeopardy Target may only speak in questions. 

Sleep Terrors Target constantly hallucinates terrors that no one else can see. 

Apathy Target loses the use of two feats of his/her choice. 

   

2 
Hapnophobia Target will not allow anyone to touch him/her. 

Spell Tourettes Adds 10 syllables to target’s casting line. Target must use in-game profanity in his/her casting 
line.  

Basic Torture Target’s Max HP is reduced by 2. (To a minimum of 1 Max HP) 

 
  

3 
Basic Ineptitude Target’s Max SP is reduced by 2. (To a minimum of 0 Max SP) 
Basic Repression Max MP is reduced by 2. (To a minimum of 0 Max MP) 
Additional Duration 
Disorder Target’s crafting time is doubled. 

   

4 
Cotard Delusion  You think you are dead, and will not allow anyone to use non-magical healing on you, to the 

point of violence. 

Racism Choose a base or advanced race that is not the same as your target. Target is openly hostile and 
uncooperative with that race. 

Advanced Torture Target’s Max HP is reduced by 4. (To a minimum of 1 Max HP) 

   

5 
Advanced Ineptitude Target’s Max SP is reduced by 4. (To a minimum of 0 Max SP) 
Advanced Repression Target’s Max MP is reduced by 4. (To a minimum of 0 Max MP) 
Enhance Soul For the duration, your maximum Magic Points are raised by 6 points. 

Denial 
Choose any character (besides the target) as a subject. Target denies the subject’s existence, 
and can neither see nor hear him/her. This ends if the subject uses an offensive ability against 
the target.  



Runes Ceremony Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  
One Hit Point or One Magic Point 

A Rune is a small item with a symbol drawn on it.  It can be worn around the neck, or attached some other way to your person.  You 
may carry multiple Runes at one time, but only one may be active on you at any point.  To switch out which Rune is active, you must 
spend 20 seconds, out of combat, roleplaying “channeling magical energy”.  All Runes have a duration of 6 hours, unless otherwise 
stated.  

 

  



Level Name Description 
Runes Recipes 

   

1 Death 
Blessing 

If you become an animated minion, you have a bonus of +5 to your HP.  If you are resurrected, your 
max allowable HP, MP, and SP are at +2.  (Note: if you, as a character, do not have more than, say, 2 
Max MP normally, this does not provide a BONUS to your points when you have resurrection sickness. 
 It just raises the cap on your points.) (You can do this on a corpse and THEN animate/resurrect them to 
get the bonus.  You cannot do this POST resurrect/animate.) 

Mark of Fear If you are hit with a charm ability, you may instead take an Intimidate 5. 

 
 

 

2 Mirrored Fate 
Once per mod, if you are hit with an offensive ability you may call Mirrored Fate, and the person who 
used the ability on you takes the affect as well.  They may use their own abilities to resist the effect, but 
once you’ve called Mirrored Fate, you may not.  (Does not work on Killing Blow). 

Mobility When you are forcibly moved, you may choose the direction. 

 
 

 

3 Shared Fate 
This rune, when created, is then broken in half.  Those people who carry these runes can then share 
instant beneficial spells with each other, as long as they are within weapon’s reach.  (So, if you heal one 
person with half of the rune, the other is healed as well.  They must clarify Shared Fate when it 
happens.) 

Deflection If you are hit with ranged, non-magical weapons, you may call “Deflection, one damage” and name the 
person who threw the ranged weapon at you.  This damage cannot be raised above 1. 

 
 

 

4 
Mark of 
Retreat 

 If you are killed in any way, the instant before you are killed, you are teleported back to the graveyard, 
Stabilized. This ability cannot be used again until you take a short rest. 

Fortune 
If you draw a fail card from a test deck, you may remove it from the deck the next time you draw for 
that test.  You can continue this until you pass, or there are no fail cards in the deck. (This does not 
work on the botch card.) 

 
  

5 Mark of Fate If you are hit with a magical, charm, or melee ability, you may choose to call Mark of Fate, and the 
ability is negated.  The Rune is gone when you use the Mark. 

Mark of Will If you become an Animated minion, you have free will and are not a murderous madman. You retain all 
of your memories, and will remember everything you did as a minion when you get resurrected.  



Scrolling Crafting Path Point Granted at Character Creation:  
One Skill Point or One Magic Point 

This ceremony allows you to create scrolls that give you special abilities for some duration.  Each scroll MUST be written down exactly 
as it is written in the rulebook, or copied down exactly as you find it in game.  In order to use a scroll, you must first copy down the 
original text into your spell book.  Then, if you have the proper level of ceremony component, you may create a paper scroll of 
whichever level you are attempting.  In order to use the scrolls, you must read the entirety of the text on the scroll, and then tear the 
scroll in half.  Once done, the effect occurs.  In some cases this is an instant effect with no duration, in some cases the effect has 
some duration and other stipulations.  
You may only be under the effect of one scroll with a duration at a time.  You can still use scrolls with instantaneous effects. 
Anyone can read a scroll, and you can use them on other people. You may not use instant, blast, or globe with a scroll. Other than 
that they are treated like spells for feat and ability purposes. 



Level Name Description 

Scrolling Recipes 
   

1 
Minor Elemental 
Healing After reading this scroll, the caster heals everyone within weapons reach of 5 of his or her hit points. 

Scroll of 
Darkness 

This is a vocal blast Scroll.  When you finish the casting line, you call Douse and clarify that all small 
lights within vocal range must be put out.  This does not put out bonfires and fires in fireplaces, but 
torches, flashlights, glow sticks, etc., must be put out or covered. 

 
  

2 
Scroll of 
Enhancement 
Storing 

The scroll created with this is blank, except for the casting line.  It can be used by someone with 
Enhancement to store an enhancement for later use.  The person with Enhancement must spend the 
normal ceremony time and components to cast their Enhancement into the parchment, but it can then 
be used later, in the time it takes to say the casting line, to place the stored enhancement on a 
different, legal target.  Both Ceremony components MUST be attached to the scroll, and the scroll’s 
enhancement must be written on the parchment. 

Elemental Shield After reading this scroll, for the duration of the mod, the target has damage reduction (All) 2 against 
damage of ONE Element type, chosen at the time that the scroll is read. 

 
  

3 
Scroll of 
Invisibility 

After using this scroll, you are able to move invisibly for 5 minutes.  You may move at a walking pace 
and talk no louder than a whisper, doing anything else breaks the invisibility. If you take a test while 
invisible the act of drawing the card makes you visible if any actions required for the test haven’t 
already done so. Anything that you have on your person when you become invisible remains invisible. 
 Anything that you pick up AFTER becoming invisible does not become invisible. 

Ethereal Jaunt 
For the next 30 seconds, your target cannot interact with the physical world, they cannot cast spells, 
charms, use abilities, etc.  They are still visible.  They can pass through walls, assuming those walls are 
not magical in nature.   Magical barriers are still a hindrance. 



Level Name Description  
   

 
4 Rain of Fire 

You read this scroll and throw a packet at a person.  If you hit with the packet, your target and all 
within their weapons reach takes 5 points of fire damage.  If the original target resists the spell, they 
still must perform the area of effect action, as everyone around must resist on their own.  This spell 
cannot be reflected. 

Scrolling Recipes 

Magical 
Restoration 

After reading this scroll, the target and everyone in the target’s weapon reach are restored of 3 SP and 
3 MP. 

 
  

5 
Whirlwind of 
Healing 

After reading this scroll, the caster and every ally within weapon’s reach are healed to their max hit 
points. 

Invisibility Purge This has a vocal blast effect.  You call the name of the scroll after reading the casting line and clarify 
that everyone who hears it, who is Invisible or Hiding instantly is visible again. 

 

  



Level 1 Level 2 

Scrolling Incantations 
Minor Elemental Healing Scroll of Darkness Scroll of Enhancement Storing Elemental Shield 

I, who have been blessed by the 
Gods with this power, 

Call upon the healing gift of 
water, 

And the energizing gift of fire, 
I use their force and fury to heal 

us of our wounds, 
So that we may defeat all those 

who stand in our way! 

With the ending of the day, 
Your plans shall go awry, 

As shadows of the evening, 
Steal across the sky. 

Memory Stored,  
Power Endured 

The Gods granted us power 
and wisdom, 

And with it I invoke the winds 
and the stone 

To protect me from all 
destructive forces, 

That would dare stand in my 
way. 

Level 3 Level 4 
Scroll of Invisibility Ethereal Jaunt Rain of Fire Magical Restoration 

The shadows hide your silent foe 
The darkness shrouds your 

darkest fears 
The evening shields your coming 

death. 

You’ve walked this plane for far 
too long, 

You are not wanted, thus: be 
gone. 

Fire before me, 
Fire above me, 

Fire beneath me, 
Fire engulfs me, 
Fire destroys all, 
Fire, OBEY ME! 

Elements power all of us, 
Magic fuel our cause, 

We beseech the powers 
above, 

Guide us, 
Lead us, 

Empower us. 

 Level 5  

 Whirlwind of Healing Invisibility Purge  

 

Believe in your friends and you 
shall be great, 

Believe in the elements and you 
shall be powerful, 

Believe in the gods and you shall 
be triumphant, 

Believe in yourself and you can 
rule all. 

The shadows may hide you, 
But me they obey. 

You cannot avoid me, 
So as children say: 

Come out, Come out, 
wherever you are. 

 

 



Smithing Crafting Path Point Granted at Character Creation: 
One Hit Point or One Skill Point 

Smithing has a lot of steps involved, and is one of the more complicated paths you can take.  You can use this path to Craft weapons, Repair 
weapons, or add weapon Properties to a weapon. 
With each level of Smithing, you may choose to learn a recipe for weapon properties, and any one type of weapon that you can craft.  Weapon 
properties are assigned a level, but you can learn to craft specific weapons from the following list at any level: 
Axes             Swords                    Shields                                 Staves 
Armor          Pole Arms               Hammers                Bows            Thrown Daggers 
Once you have made the item, you can then add properties to it using further components.  A weapon may only have one property on it at a 
time. 
The Level of a weapon determines what kind of Properties it can hold. It may hold a Property of a level equal to or lower than its level. (a 
level 1 weapon can only be given Level 1 Properties, and so on). 
Properties (recipes) put on weapons last for 6 hours. 
You cannot put any properties on a Permanent Magical Item. 
A lot of these weapons say “when something is done with this weapon.”  You cannot killing blow, or deliver a feat/ability with two weapons at 
once, no matter WHO or WHAT you are.  So, these abilities will not stack with each other. Should one item have multiple effects that could 
trigger they trigger simultaneously. (such as in the case of an weapon with two properties that activate on a killing blow) 

 

  



Level Name Description 
Sm

ithing Recipes 

   

1 

Imbue Weapon 
(Melee/Ranged 
Weapon) 

This allows you to add a damage type to your weapon.  The damage type is chosen at the time the 
weapon property added.  You must have a strip of cloth or yarn of the appropriate color hanging from the 
hilt. 

Blood Thirst  
(Melee/Ranged 
Weapon) 

When you deliver a killing blow with this weapon, you heal yourself 2 Hit Points. 

Repair This is not actually an enhancement. It simply allows you to repair any broken item. It works like any 
recipe, taking a level 1 ceremony component, no matter the level of the item being repaired. 

Toughness Armor 
(Armor) 

This armor no longer grants damage reduction as per the armor path.  Instead, this armor gives you an 
additional hit point. 

   

2 
Imbue Shield 

This allows you to add a damage type to your shield.  The damage type is chosen at the time the weapon 
property added.  You must have a strip of cloth or yarn of the appropriate color hanging from the shield. 
 Once per mod, you may transfer the Imbue on the shield to a weapon of your choice.  If that weapon has 
a property already, it loses its first property and gains the new one. 

Mage Bane  
(Melee/Ranged 
Weapon) 

Unlike normal weapons, you do not take magical effects if they hit this weapon.  Cannot be placed on 
shields. 

Barbed Blade 
(Melee Weapon) Whenever you use Weaken with this weapon, you also deal 1 point of damage. 

Mage's Armor 
(Chest Armor) 

This armor no longer grants damage reduction as per the armor path.  Instead, while wearing this armor, 
anytime you would have Magic points restored, you heal an additional magic point. 

 
  



3 
Ghost Touch 
(Melee/Ranged 
Weapon) 

The weapon gains the Ghost Touch type, and when you are striking an incorporeal opponent, you call 
Ghost Touch and your weapon does normal damage. 

Sm
ithing Recipes 

Spell Warding Armor 
(Armor) 

This armor no longer grants damage reduction as per the armor path.  Instead, whenever you are hit by 
any spell, you heal a hit point. 

Thief's Armor  
(Chest Armor) 

This armor no longer grants damage reduction as per the armor path.  Instead, while wearing this armor, 
anytime you would have Skill points restored, you heal an additional skill point. 

   

4 
Healing Shield Shield only- Whenever your shield is hit by a spell you may choose to be healed 2 hit points. 

Melee Bow If your bow can be used as a melee weapon, it does a second point of damage in melee only. 

Assassin’s Blade 
(Melee Weapon) 

This can have two poisons on it at once.  You cannot deliver them at once, but it means that you do not 
have to pause and re-poison your blade for the second time.  

Elemental Resistance 
Armor (Armor) 

This armor, instead of granting a general damage resistance to ranged weapons, grants 1 point of damage 
resistance against one of the six elements.  This damage resistance counts against melee damage as well 
as ranged damage. 

   

5 
Mind Twist  
(Melee/Ranged 
Weapon) 

When you deliver a killing blow with this weapon, you heal yourself 1 Skill Point. 

Soul Syphon  
(Melee/Ranged 
Weapon) 

When you deliver a killing blow with this weapon, you heal yourself 1 Magic Point. 



Surgery Passive/Crafting Path Point Granted at Character Creation: 
 One Hit Point or One Skill Point 

Taking this path automatically grants you the First Aid Feat. With this path, you may heal an ally using 
Bandaging, and remove other special effects.   
None of these abilities may be done by yourself, to yourself.  Someone else must perform surgery on 
you.  For all of these abilities you MUST ROLEPLAY the surgery.   

Level 1 
For every 10 seconds that you spend Bandaging injured fellow, they will heal 1 hit 
point.  You must be completely out of combat to use this ability.  This ability does not 
need ceremony components. 

Level 2 
At level 2, you may perform a Level 2 ceremony to re-attach a limb or perform 
surgery on someone who has suffered a debilitating internal injury. You may also 
awaken someone who is Unconscious outside of combat. 

Level 3 Now, instead of healing 1 hit point per 10 seconds, your Bandaging heals 2 hit points 
per ten seconds.  

Level 4 At level 4, you may spend 60 seconds in battle to awaken someone who is 
Unconscious or 20 seconds to remove a poison from someone. 

Level 5 Now, instead of healing 2 hit points per 10 seconds, your Bandaging heals 3 hit points 
per ten seconds. 

 
   

Wands Ceremony Path Point Granted at Character Creation: 
 One Skill Point or One Magic Point 

Each level you have in Wands allows you to create wands with spells from basic paths in them.  You 
need a ceremony component of the appropriate level to perform this ceremony.  You must also know 
the spell that you plan on putting into the wand.  
The level of the spell imbued into the wand is the level of your spell path. 
Once a wand is enchanted with a spell, you can then use that wand to cast that spell once per level of 
the wand, without expending Magic Points.  You get uses of this spell equal to your level in Wands, IF 
you have the appropriate level Ceremony Component. 
So, if you have level 4 in Wands, but only have a 2nd Level Ceremony Component, you may only enchant 
a wand to have 2 uses of one of your spells. 
Once you cast all of the spells that the wand is capable of holding, the wand must be re-enchanted to 
work again.  A wand can only have one spell type on it at a time, but once expended, any spell that you 
have access to may be re-enchanted into the wand.  So a wand enchanted with the Bolt spell can be 
used later and be enchanted with the Heal spell, etc. 
You must tape the ceremony component used to create the wand to the Phys-Rep. 
The spell in the wand does NOT get bonuses that you may have from items or your class unless you have 
an ability that says otherwise. 

 



Mage Basic Paths

Bolt Magic Spell
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

Channel Magic
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Chaos Magic Spell
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Dispel Test Path/
Ceremony Path

Point Granted at Character Creation: 
One Magic Point or One Skill Point

 

This costs a magic point to use, in addition to the magic point that you spend for the spell.
This path allows you to channel your magic spells through your weapon.  
You must say your casting line and then strike your opponent with your weapon.  This ability technically 
counts as a Quickstrike.  You must say your casting line loud enough to hear.  If you swing and miss, or your 
opponent physically dodges, uses a feat or path to avoid or resist, or blocks with a weapon or shield, the 
magic points are still spent.
You must already have the Path that you choose to use with Channel.  You use the path at your level in 
Channel, or your Level in that Path, whichever is lower. 

When you use the Chaos spell, you get the ability to do damage to an opponent, almost as much as the basic 
Magic Bolt spell. The magic is Chaotic, though, and though you hit your target, your target has to hit 
someone within their weapons reach and do the same amount of damage to them. This second target can 
be YOU! 
Your Chaos path does 1 point of damage per level to your target and to one person of their choice within 
their weapons reach.

Dispelling as a TEST based path, follows the test path rules. You may use Dispelling whenever you are on an 
adventure and come across a magical barrier, or anything else clarified by the GM to be testable.
Dispelling as a Ceremony path can be used to remove semi-permanent, magical effects on a player, or 
curses that are laid on items.
If dispelling something on a mod, this is a test path.  If in town, it becomes a level 1 Ceremony for anything 
that does not have a level attached.  So, to remove a Dominate from a person, you use a Level 1 ceremony 
component and a ten-minute ceremony.  This ceremony time can be diminished like any other ceremony. 
If the curse or other issue has a level attached, you must have Dispel at that level or higher, and must use a 
ceremony component of the same level as the curse.

When you hit someone with Bolt, you do damage to him or her with pure magical energies.  
Deal 3 points of damage to your target.
Deal 4 points of damage to your target.
Deal 5 points of damage to your target.
Deal 6 points of damage to your target.
Deal 7 points of damage to your target.



Mage Basic Paths

Distract Magic Path- Spell, 
Tag

Point Granted at Character Creation: 
One Magic Point.

Drain Magic Spell
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

Gust Magic Spell Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Heal Magic Spell
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

Mage Armor Magic Spell Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Resist Magic Magic Path
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

When Mage Armor is cast on you, you get one use of Mage Parry X, where X is the caster's level in Mage 
Armor. Mage parry works similarly to parry, but you do not need to be holding an item you can block with. 
This MUST be used the next time you are hit with a Skill or IPOD ability that you can parry. If you are hit with 
Mage Armor while you are tagged with it, you keep the higher level tag.

Heal 3 Hit Points for your target.
Heal 4 Hit Points for your target.
Heal 5 Hit Points for your target.
Heal 6 Hit Points for your target.
Heal 7 Hit Points for your target.

Resist magic is used to counter the effects of a basic magic path that isn’t augmented by a feat. You may 
negate a spell of equal level or lower than your level in Resist Magic. Resisting a spell in this fashion costs 1 
magic point.

Drain 2 Hit Points life from your target, heal yourself 2 Hit Point.
Drain 3 Hit Points from your target, heal yourself 2 Hit Points.
Drain 3 Hit Points from your target, heal yourself 3 Hit Points.
Drain 4 Hit Points from your target, heal yourself 3 Hit Points.

When you hit a target with Gust it forces the target to move 2 steps in the direction of your choice per your 
level in Gust. For example, if you have Gust level 2, call “Gust, 4 steps back!”

When you hit someone with Heal, you restore Hit Points with pure magical energies.

When you cast Distracting Charm, the target loses track of you. To signify this, you must hold your hand 
straight out and keep it pointing at the target. You may not move or take any offensive action against the 
target. Note: the tag is on the caster, not the target.

When you call Drain, the number you call is the number of life drained from your target.  If drain is resisted 
or otherwise negated you still gain hit points. If its reflected you take the damage unless you negate it, but 
you still gain hit points.

Drain 2 Hit Point life from your target, heal yourself 1 Hit Point.



Mage Basic Paths

Resurrection Ceremony Path
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Hit Point or One Magic Point.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Shield Magic Spell Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Ward Magic Spell Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

Whirlwind Magic Spell Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation: 

One Magic Point.

This spell puts a bubble of magical energy around you, protecting you with a shield of 5 Hit Points per the 
caster's level in Shield. You must hold still for this to work, and must hold one hand above their head. While 
in the shield, you are immune to all effects, but you may not use any offensive or defensive abilities, 
including blocking hits with your weapon.  If the you drop your arm or move, the effect is lost.

When Ward is cast on you, you get one use of Resist Magic X, where X is the caster's level in Ward. This 
MUST be used the next time you are hit with a spell you can use it on. If you have a ward tag and are hit with 
a higer-level ward, it replaces the tag you have on you.

This spell places you in the eye of a swirling cyclone of magic, protecting you for a short time.  You must spin 
in place for X seconds, where X is five times the caster's level in Whirlwind. During this time, you can neither 
use any abilities, nor be affected by anything. After you announce the spell, state the number of seconds. 
Example: If you have Whirlwind 3, you would say, “Whirlwind 3, 15 seconds”.

This path allows you to bring dead characters back to life.  This takes ten minutes if you have the corpse in 
front of you, and 20 if you only have the Spirit.  You must have the appropriate ceremony component for 
the level of resurrection that you are performing. 

Your targets resurrection sickness gives them a maximum of 1 HP, MP, and SP for one 
hour.  You cannot bring your target back to life if they have been dead for longer than 30 
mins.
Your targets resurrection sickness gives them a maximum of 2 HPs, MPs, and SPs for one 
hour.  You cannot bring your target back to life if they have been dead for longer than 1 
hour.
Your targets resurrection sickness gives them a maximum of 3 HPs, MPs, and SPs for one 
hour. You cannot bring your target back to life if they have been dead for longer than 1 
hour 30 mins.
Your targets resurrection sickness gives them a maximum of 4 HPs, MPs, and SPs for one 
hour. You cannot bring your target back to life if they have been dead for longer than 2 
hours.
Your targets resurrection sickness gives them a maximum of 5 HPs, MPs, and SPs for one 
hour. You cannot bring your target back to life if they have been dead for longer than 2 
hours 30 mins.



Rogue Basic Paths

Athletics Test Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

Backstab Skill Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Cheat Special Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

Disable Device Test Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Escape Artist Skill/Test Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

This path simulates your character’s ability to do exceptional feats of athleticism.  Should a gorge need to 
be jumped, or something needs to be climbed, you would use this path to simulate this.
Whenever dangerous terrain of any kind is encountered, it will have a marked boundary and a level, 1 to 5. 
If your level in Athletics is equal to or higher than the level of the terrain, you may enter it without 
hindrance or ill effect.

For each level in cheat, you may choose one Skill, Spell or In Place of Damage path you do not have. Once 
per mod, you may use the path at the level you chose it at no cost. To do this , say "Cheat Path X", where 
Path is one of your chosen paths and X is the level you chose it at. For example, if you chose Heal at level 1 
and Pain at level 2, you can call "Cheat Heal 1" once per mod and "Cheat Pain 2" once per mod. You cannot 
choose the same path more than once. 

This ability expends a Skill Point each time you use it.
You strike your opponent from behind and call “Backstab X, Y damage” where X is your level in backstab 
and Y is your backstab damage. Your backstab damage is equal to your basic weapon damage plus your 
level in backstab plus any bonuses to backstab damage you might have.

Disable tests are used to break locks, disarm dangerous traps, or to stop ancient magical machines.

You may spend a skill point to remove one tag from yourself.  This ability takes a 3 count. (escape artist 1, 
escape artist 2, escape artist 3.)
As a test, it can get you past a number of things, usually arbitrated on mods.



Rogue Basic Paths

Hide Skill Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Marksmanship Skill Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Search Skill Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Weaken Skill Combo, Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

This path allows you to use some of your other paths through your bow and arrows. You may only use 
Marksmanship with paths from the following list:
Command, Tactics, Strength, Weaken, Intimidate, Stun, Backstab.
These paths, when used with a bow, cost a Skill Point when you use them.  You must already have the Path 
that you choose to use with Marksmanship.  You use the path at your level in Marksmanship, or your Level 
in that Path, whichever is lower.  When you use this ability, you do not call Marksmanship, you call the Path 
that you are using THROUGH Marksmanship.  If the path is a Skill Path, you MUST spend the extra SP.

This ability uses a Skill Point each time you use it IF you are using it to find someone who is hiding. If you are 
using it as a test, you do not use a Skill Point.
You may use this path to find people who are Hidden with the Hide path. If the level of their Hide (which is 
shown by a show of fingers on the Hidden person) is less than or equal to your level in Search, you may 
expend 1 Skill point to call, “Search X” Where X is your level in search. You may then point out the person 
to your allies, or just chase them down yourself.  You MUST have a reason to search before you do this.  If 
you walk past a person who is in Hide, unless you have another ability that says otherwise, you have no 
reason to look for them, as they are hidden.
You may also use this as a Test path, which does not expend a skill point, and will occur occasionally during 
mods to find hidden doors or compartments, possibly even treasure chests or damsels in distress.
Search also reduces the amount of time it takes for you to search a body by 5 sec. per level. Without 
Search, it takes 30 sec to search a body. With Search Lv. 1 it takes 25 seconds, at Lv. 2 it takes 20 seconds, 
down to 5 seconds at level 5.

When you use Weaken,  at the end of your combo, you call “Weaken X” where X is your level in Weaken. 
You opponent gets a Weaken tag, and cannot use any defensive basic path against the next effect they 
take. This includes Parry, Resist Magic, Withstand, Ward and Mage Parry.

This ability uses a Skill Point each time you use it.
To use Hide, you must be, even for a moment, completely out of line of sight of anyone else. You can duck 
around the corner of a building, jump into a hole, or run around a thick tree – even if your pursuer is a mere 
step behind you.  You must duck, crouch down, or otherwise make yourself as small as possible while 
crossing your arms across your chest, with each hand on the opposite shoulder. As long as you remain 
motionless and do not speak or use abilities of any kind, you remain hidden and others cannot see you. 
While hiding, you must show your level in hide by holding up the appropriate amount of fingers. Some 
people have abilities to find you that make you showing fingers necessary. 



Warrior Basic Paths

Armor Passive Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

Command Combo  Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

Intimidate Combo Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

For each level you have in the Armor Path you may choose an additional piece of armor to wear.  Each 
unaugmented armor grants you one point of Damage Reduction (DR) against Ranged attacks and Terrain 
Damage. You must be wearing Armor to get the bonus. 
Damage reduction cancels damage done to you. So, damage reduction against ranged attacks will negate 
some of the damage that you are taking. If you have Armor 2 and are wearing armor in two slots, and 
someone hits you with a Magic Bolt for 4 points of damage, you, instead, take 2.  

The slots in which you can wear armor are:
Legs  Forearms  Shoulders  Chest  Head

Armor must be made from certain substances, and are as follows:
Fur/Light Leather (Can be fake fur or pleather)
Brigandine (sheets of light metal attached to fabric or leather)
Hard Leather
Chainmail/Scale Mail
Plate Mail

Armor can grant additional benefits if it has been upgraded by someone with smithing.  Each benefit 
requires certain ranks of armor, which is described in the smithing path.

When you use Command, at the end of your combo, you call “Command X , target Y bonus” where X is 
your level in Command, target is your targeted ally, and Y is your level in command plus any bonuses to 
command damage. You then call the name of an ally, or gesture to an ally, and that ally gets a Command 
tag, addinng a  bonus of X to their next Non-Magical Melee attack against the enemy that you hit.
So, Billy hits the Goblin three times and calls “Command 3, Gerald 3 bonus!” Gerald then hits the Goblin 
three times, and gets a bonus of 3 points of damage.

When you use Intimide, at the end of your combo,  call “Intimidate X” where X is your level in Intimidate. 
Your target now has an Intimidate tag, and their next ability can neither hurt nor heal, i.e., it can neither 
deal numerical damage, nor can it restore hit points. The tag is removed the next time they use an ability.



Warrior Basic Paths

Leadership Ceremony Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

Level 1: Test Assist

Level 2: Esprit de Corps

Level 3: Organize

Level 4: Soul Link

Level 5: Sacrifice

Parry Skill Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Revenge Combo Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

The leader may organize crafting. As long as one member has the crafting path, 
and there are enough components for each member assisting, all other may copy 
him/her making the same item as the crafter. The leader cannot be crafting, for 
they are directing this process.
The group may be resurrected as one. Meaning any resurrection ceremony 
applied to one group member applies to all members. The person performing the 
resurrection does NOT need to be part of the group.

Members of the group may take an effect for another group member at the cost 
of one skill point or magic point. You must be within arms reach to use this ability.

Parry allows you to negate basic melee paths at a level equal or lower than your parry. Each parry costs a 
skill point to use. You must be holding something that can block melee attacks in order to use parry.

When you use Revenge, at the end of your combo, you call “Revenge X” where X is your level in Revenge. 
You are now tagged with Revenge against your opponent. If they hit ANYONE but YOU for the remainder 
of the fight you may immediately hit them for damage, where the damage is your Level in Revenge, plus 
your weapon damage.  But you must hit them right away.  If you are out of weapons reach when your 
opponent hits someone else, the Revenge is lost.
Once you have hit them with this damage, the tag is removed.
You may only have one Revenge tag on you at any time.
Example:  Victor has Revenge level 2. He hits Tina three times and calls “Revenge 2!” Tina fights him for a 
minute, but then turns to hit his friend, Alex. After she strikes Alex once, Victor then hits her with his 
sword and calls “Revenge, 3 damage!” (1 handed weapon does 1 point of damage, His Revenge gives him 
an additional 2 damage.) Tina can then fight whomever she wishes without having to worry about being 
hit again with Revenge, until Victor hits her with a new instance of Revenge.

Leadership allows you to create a group that receives special benefits. The maximum amount of people 
you may have in a group is 7.  Inducting a player into your group takes ten minutes and no component. It 
lasts until the player leaves the group or is kicked out by you. 
A player may only belong to one Leadership group at any time. 

Any member can add one test number to a test another member is taking, 
provided they can find a way to help.
Each member gains 3 additional max skill points or magic points.



Warrior Basic Paths

Strength Combo
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Hit Point

Stun Skill Combo Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Tactics Skill Combo Tag
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point

Withstand Skill Path
Point Granted at Character Creation:

One Skill Point
Whenever you take damage, you may call "Withstand X" where X is your level in Withstand. This reduces 
the damage by X points.

When you use Stun, at the end of your combo, you call “Stun X” where X is your level in Stun. Your 
opponent has a Stun tag. The next time they use a Combo, Skill or Magic ability, it's level is reduced by 1. If 
you have a Stun tag that would reduce an ability to level 0, you cannot use that ability.

When you use Strength, at the end of your combo, you call “Strength X” where X is your level in Strength. 
The target must then move a number of steps away from you equal to the level in any direction of your 
choosing (though it must be in a straight line). You cannot knock them behind you; you are limited to the 
180-degree arc in front of you.
You can also use Strength to mime picking up someone’s body, and then have them run with you, instead 
of having to slowly drag a body. You must keep at least on hand on them while you are "carrying" them.

To use Tactics, at the end of your combo, spend 1SP and call "Tactics X, [Ally]  X [Path]", where X is your 
level in Command, [Ally] is the name of one of your allies, and [Path] is a specific Magic, Skill or Combo 
path. Your ally now has a Tactics tag. Their level in the specified path is raised by X (to a maximum of 5) 
the next time they use it against the enemy that you hit.

Example: Amy and Rebecca are fighting Gravlox the Great. They both have aome level 1 and 2 abilities, but 
Gravlox has Parry 2, and is blocking most of them. Amy has Tactics 3 and Rebecca has Stun 1. Amy lands a 
combo on Gravlox and call "Tactics 3, Rebecca 3 Stun". The next time Rebecca lands a combo in Gravlox, 
she can call "Stun 4".

Note: Tactics can be used to raise a level 0 path to a usable level, but you do not gain any other benefits 
from it. So if you have Strength 0, and get a Tactics tag for Strength 3, you cannot pick someone up or use 
it as a test path, it only lets you use it on a combo.



 

Feats 
These are powerful abilities that require a specific character 
build. Most are activated abilities that can only be used once 
between rests.  

 

Offensive: These feats can help you deal devastating damage or gain tactical advantages over your 
opponent. Basic defenses, such as Parry or Resist Magic, are useless against them. The only thing that 
can stop them is… 
Defensive: These feats can get you out of a lot of tricky situations in combat, or even help you avoid it 
altogether. 
Augment: Some feats can augment other feats or even basic abilities. An augmented Basic Path counts 
as a feat, so you can augment a normally weak ability, like “Stun 1” with “Quickstrike, Stun 1”, suddenly 
making it much more difficult to defend against. Augments cannot stack with each other. 
Passive: These feats have no limit, and can be used as often as you like. 

Most feats have prerequisites, which must be met in order to learn them. All feats have an XP cost, 
which must be paid in order to learn them. 

Some feats appear on more than one list, if you have access to a feat more than once your maximum 
number does NOT increase. This just reflects that some feats may be multi-discipline. 

There are two types of learnable Feats: Basic and Advanced. 

Basic Feats can be learned without being taught by another character. Everyman feats can be learned by 
anyone, but all other basic feats have a class requirement. 

Advanced Feats need to be taught by a character who already knows that Feat.  The person teaching 
the Feat can be a PC or an NPC.  They must know MORE of that Advanced Feat than you do. Advanced 
feats have a primary class requirement, as well as other requirements. 



Feat Listing
Feat Cost Level Type Max Prerequisites

First Aid 50xp Basic Pas 1 none
Weapon Prof. 50xp Basic Pas 1 none
Sense Magic 50xp Basic Pas 1 none
Read Magic 100xp Basic Pas 1 none
Spirit Sight 100xp Basic Pas 1 none
Wrath 200xp Basic Off-Aug 2 none
Coup De Grace 300xp Basic Pas 1 none
Sense Psychosis 50xp Basic Pas 1 none
Read Psychosis 100xp Basic Pas 1 none

Detect Poison 500xp Basic Pas 1 Artisan Primary or Secondary
Discern Mixture 500xp Basic Pas 1 Artisan Primary or Secondary
Resist Poison 200xp Basic Def 2 Artisan Primary or Secondary
Boost 400xp Adv. Off 2 Primary Artisan
Showtime 400xp Adv. Def 1 Primary Artisan 3, Grandstand 3

Absorb Magic 200xp Basic Def 2 Mage Primary or Secondary
Circle of Magic 100xp Basic Off Spec. Mage Primary or Secondary
Direct 200xp Basic Off-Aug 2 Mage Primary or Secondary
Instant 200xp Basic Off-Aug 2 Mage Primary or Secondary
Meta-Magic 1 400xp Basic Pas 1 Mage Primary or Secondary
Blast 200xp Adv. Off 1 Primary Mage, Direct
Bloodletting 500xp Adv. Pas-Aug 1 Primary Mage 4, Drain 1
Globe 200xp Adv. Off 1 Primary Mage, Direct
Meta-Magic 2 500xp Adv. Pas 1 Primary Mage 5, Meta-Magic 1
Meta-Magic 3 700xp Adv. Pas 1 Primary Mage 5, Meta-Magic 1, Meta-Magic 2
Divert Magic 400xp Adv. Def 1 Primary Mage 3, Direct,  Absorb Magic, Reflect Magic
Reflect Magic 300xp Adv. Def 1 Primary Mage 2, Direct, Absorb Magic
Sorcerer's Rage 700xp Adv. Off 1 Primary Mage 3, 5 Bought MP, Direct, Channel, Blast

Everyman

Artisan 

Mage



Feat Listing
Feat Cost Level Type Max Prerequisites

Dodge 300xp Basic Def 3 Rogue Primary or Secondary
Direct 200xp Basic Off-Aug 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary
Feint 400xp Basic Off 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary
Shove 200xp Basic Def 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary
Swordplay 200xp Basic Off 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary
Trip 200xp Basic Off 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary
Quickstrike 300xp Basic Off 3 Rogue Primary or Secondary
Chicanery 100xp Adv. Special 1 Primary Rogue 3, Cheat 3
Death Blossom 300xp Adv. Off 2 Primary Rogue, Coup De Grâce
Nemesis 700xp Adv. Off 1 Primary Rogue 3, Any Two Rogue Skill Paths, 5 bought SP
The Jig Is Up 400xp Adv. Def 1 Primary Rogue, Hide, Vanish, Hide Other, Vanish Other
Stealth 400xp Adv. Def 2 Primary Rogue 3, Hide 3
Surprise 200xp Adv. Off 2 Primary Rogue 3, Backstab 2
Vanish 400xp Adv. Def 2 Primary Rogue 2, Hide 4

Cleave 300xp Basic Off-Aug 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary
Devestate 300xp Basic Off 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary
Endure 300xp Basic Def 1 Warrior Primary or Secondary
Overcome 200xp Basic Def 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary
Resist Damage 200xp Basic Def 3 Warrior Primary or Secondary
Swordplay 200xp Basic Off 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary
Quickstrike 300xp Basic Off 3 Warrior Primary or Secondary
Frenzy 700xp Adv. Off 1 Primary Warrior 3, Strength, Endure, 5 Bought HP
Iron Body 700xp Adv. Def 1 Primary Warrior 4, Endure, 5 Bought HP
Rally 500xp Adv. Def 1 Primary Warrior 3, Endure, Leadership 3
Redirect 400xp Adv. Def 2 Primary Warrior 3, Parry 3, Swordplay, Quickstrike
Throw 200xp Adv. Off 2 Primary Warrior, Strength 2

Rogue

Warrior



Everyman Basic Feats
First Aid 50xp Passive Max: 1 none

Weapon Proficiency 50xp Passive Max: 1 none

Sense Magic 50xp Passive Max: 1 none

Read Magic 100xp Passive Max: 1 none

Spirit Sight 100xp Passive Max: 1 none

Wrath 200xp
Offensive
Augment

Max: 2 none

Coup De Grâce 300xp Passive Max: 1 none

Sense Psychosis 50xp Passive Max: 1 none

Read Psychosis 100xp Passive Max: 1 none

Coup de Grâce gives you the ability to perform a Killing or Stunning Blow in 5 seconds instead of 10 at all 
times. To do this, you must count down, “Coup de Grâce Five, Coup de Grâce Four...” and so on.

You have the ability to know person has any psychoses.  This takes a full minute of role-play.  This will not tell 
you WHAT the effects is, only whether they have any fettles or disorders.

You have the ability to determine the nature of one specific psychosis on a person. This takes a full minute of 
role-play.

You can tell, after 5 seconds of role-play, what health a person is at.  This will tell you how many Hit Points 
they have left, and if they have any poisons or detriments. It will not tell you what their poisons or 
detriments are. As soon as you start using First Aid, a person who is bleeding to death is stabilized. This 
means that their Bleeding to Death Count is stopped, and they are at 0 HP.

You can choose another weapon proficiency from the Weapon Proficiency List.

You have the ability to know if an item, area or person is affected by magic.  This takes a full minute of role-
play.  This will not tell you WHAT the effect is, only that an effect exists. For a person, it will tell you fi they 
have any blessings or curses, and how many magic items are affecting them.

You have the ability to read item tags for magic items and determine the nature of one specific magical 
effect on a person.  This takes a full minute of role-play.

Typically, spirits cannot be seen, and can be heard only while at a Spirit Nexus. Spirit Sight allows you to see 
and converse with spirits anywhere. Players wearing a white headband are in Spirit Form.

This signifies your pure hatred of a certain creature type.  This feat adds 1 extra point of basic weapon 
damage ONLY if you are fighting against creatures of that type.  You must KNOW that the creature you are 
fighting is of the type.  So, if an Undead comes to town, but their face is covered and they give no indication 
that they are Undead, you do not automatically KNOW and do extra damage.  You must find out, via in-game 
reasons, (Lore, clarifying if they LOOK like an undead or Elemental, etc) before you can do your extra 
damage. Wrath never stacks with itself. Unlike most Offensive Augment feats, Wrath is not expendable; you 
may use it any time you do basic weapon damage against your chosen creature type.
Creature List: Horror, Undead, Natural, Elemental, Demons



Artisan Basic Feats
Detect Poison 500xp Passive Max: 1 Artisan Primary or Secondary

Discern Mixture 500xp Passive Max: 1 Artisan Primary or Secondary

Resist Poison 200xp Defensive Max: 2 Artisan Primary or Secondary

You have the passive ability to tell if food, drink, or a weapon has been affected with an alchemical substance. 
To do this, you check the item for a alchemy tag, or ask the bearer of the weapon if it is affected. IF YOU 
CHECK, and still drink the drink, or eat the food, you still take the effect of the alchemical substance. No: “Oh, I 
checked and faked getting a new drink.” You do it right. This does not tell you what potion was used, only that 
a potion is present.

You have the ability to read item tags for potions/poisons.  Note: This does NOT MEAN that you can detect 
poison, only that, once a poison or potion has been pointed out, you can tell what it does. Takes a full minute 
of role-play.

You may call Resist Poison whenever a Poison would affect you.  All effects from that Poison are negated.  
Resist Poison will not work against Toxins or Toxic effects.



Artisan Advanced Feats
Boost 400xp Offensive Max: 2 Primary Artisan

Showtime 400xp Defensive Max: 1 Primary Artisan 3, Grandstand 3

You can call “Boost” when using a consumable item (Wand, Scroll, Potion, etc.) and NOT deplete that use.  So, 
you can take a Healing Potion and call BOOST, and be able to use the potion again.

When you use Showtime, you perform Grandstand as you normally would, but instead of your usual limit of 
targets, everyone within vocal range recieves the benefits.



Mage Basic Feats
Absorb Magic 200xp Defensive Max: 2 Mage Primary or Secondary

Circle of Magic 100xp Offensive Max: Special Mage Primary or Secondary

Direct 200xp
Offensive 
Augment

Max: 2 Mage Primary or Secondary

Instant 200xp
Offensive 
Augment

Max: 2 Mage Primary or Secondary

Meta-Magic 1 400xp Passive Max: 1 Mage Primary or Secondary

You may call Absorb Magic whenever you are struck with any spell.  Any effects of the spell are negated and 
you are restored one magic point. Absorb Magic also works against Scrolls.

You may buy this for each spell that you have a path for.  You may only have one Circle of Magic feat for each 
spell, and must buy them separately.
Circle of Magic is different in that, when called, the Feat has no immediate effect.  Instead, when you call 
Circle of Magic, you begin counting, loudly and clearly: "Circle of (SPELL NAME) 1, Circle of (SPELL NAME) 2," 
etc.  You can say other things, like a casting line, so long as you count and the spell name is clearly said in the 
line.
If the creation of the Circle is interrupted for any reason, the Feat is not wasted.  You can either restart the 
creation at 1 or stop and save the Feat for later.
After you count to “Circle of (SPELL NAME) 60”, you create a Circle on the ground.  A rope, or a clearly drawn 
circle in the dirt should mark this ability, and it can be no larger than 5 feet in diameter.
When standing in this Circle, you may cast the Spell that you have taken with this feat without expending 
Magic Points. The spell only ever performs at level 1, with NO BONUSES, unless you have an ability that 
specifically says, “Adds to the Magic Circle Feat”.
You use Spell Packets to hit your targets, or can channel/direct if you have the feats available.  You may cast 
other spells, but they are not free.  Only the person who put down the Circle can use it.  If you leave the 
Circle, you may no longer cast the spell at will, but you can come back to the Circle.  Unless the Circle is 
dispelled, or the mod is over, you can constantly come back to the circle and go back to casting your Bolts 
spells for free.  The Circle disappears at the end of the Mod.
You can have as many Circles up as you have separate feats, but you may only have one circle of any kind up 
at once.  You may not be standing in two circles at once.

You may call a Direct instead of throwing a Spell Packet when casting a spell, using a Magic Circle, using a 
Scroll or, in special circumstances, using a Ranged Weapon (you must be a Ranger and be proficient in that 
weapon).  Point at, name, or otherwise identify your target and call "Direct X," where X is the ability that you 
are using.  The ability automatically hits the target.  The target must be visible.  Direct Casting a spell expends 
no Magic Points.
A Direct can be Resisted or Dodged.

You use Instant in place of a Casting Line.  To use this, you call Instant, and then the name of the spell.  You 
may use Instant in conjunction with Direct.  You can ONLY USE THIS with Mage Basic Paths.  NOT scrolls or 
anything else.

Weapon Strikes and Damage that you take do not interrupt your casting lines.  HOWEVER, effects (such as Air, 
or Strength) do.



Mage Advanced Feats
Blast 200xp Offensive Max: 1 Primary Mage, Direct

Bloodletting 500xp
Passive
Augment

Max: 1 Primary Mage 4, Drain 1

Globe 200xp Offensive Max: 1 Primary Mage, Direct

Meta-Magic 2 500xp Passive Max: 1 Primary Mage 5, Meta-Magic 1

Meta-Magic 3 700xp Passive Max: 1 Primary Mage 5, Meta-Magic 1, Meta-Magic 2

Blast can only be used for negative spell effects such as Bolt or Drain Magic.  When you call Blast, such as 
"Blast Magic Bolt, 4 Damage," each enemy within weapon's reach is affected by the spell.

Bloodletting is a feat that allows you to reverse your Drain spell whenever you want, healing your target 
and hurting you.  To use this, instead of calling Drain, you call Bloodletting at the end of your casting line.  
The Greater of your Two numbers (damage or healing) heals your target and the lesser number hurts you..  
ONLY call the number that will HEAL your target.  So…
If you usually call “Drain, 6 damage!” and heal yourself for 4 points, you would now, at the end of your 
casting line call “Bloodletting, Heal 6.”  And then take 4 points of damage.
You must still use a casting line as per usual; you must still spend Magic Points as per usual.

Globe can only be used for positive effects such as Heal or Shield, or Order Magic.  When you call Globe, 
such as "Globe X," each ally within weapon's reach is affected by the spell.

You may now move while casting your spells.

The minimum length for your casting line is reduced by 5 syllables.



Mage Advanced Feats
Divert Magic 400xp Defensive Max: 1 Primary Mage 3, Direct,  Absorb Magic, Reflect Magic

Reflect 300xp Defensive Max: 1 Primary Mage 2, Direct, Absorb Magic

Sorcerer's Rage 700xp Offensive Max: 1 Primary Mage 3, 5 Bought MP, Direct, Blast

You may call Reflect when you are struck with a Spell Packet or Directed spell.  All effects of the spell are 
negated and Reflected back against the original caster. Reflect Magic also works against Scrolls.

When you use this feat, you must bellow or shriek for three seconds. Then:
You restore your Magic Points to full +5
You subtract 5 syllables from your casting line (minimum of 0)
Damage no longer interrupts your spell casting
This effect lasts until the end of the current battle (NOT the end of the mod) or until you hit zero Magic 
Points.  If the battle ends, and you have not hit zero Magic Points, then you must fight anyone you can 
see.
Once you reach zero Magic Points, you are sluggish and grumpy, and it takes 15 minutes to rest back your 
magic, instead of 10.
Like Frenzy, Sorcerer’s Rage indicates that the character has lost their cool, and is ready to take their fury 
out on whoever is foolish enough to stand in their way.

You may call Divert Magic when hit with a Spell Packet or Direct Spell.  When you call Divert Magic, you 
negate all effects from the spell and divert it to another target within weapon’s reach.  You must have a 
target to use a Divert Magic. Divert Magic also works against Scrolls.
For Example:  Beth and Stu are fighting Justin. Justin casts Magic Bolt and throws a Spell Packet at Beth, 
hitting her with the spell.  He calls "Magic Bolt 2, 3 damage!"  Beth immediately calls "Divert Magic Bolt 2, 
3 damage!" and hits Stu with her staff. Fortunately, Stu was wearing Level 2 armor, which absorbed the 
bolt.



Rogue Basic Feats
Dodge 300xp Defensive Max: 3 Rogue Primary or Secondary

Direct 200xp
Offensive 
Augment

Max: 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary

Feint 400xp Offensive Max: 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary

Shove 200xp Defensive Max: 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary

Swordplay 200xp Offensive Max: 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary

Trip 200xp Offensive Max: 2 Rogue Primary or Secondary

Quickstrike 300xp Offensive Max: 3 Rogue Primary or Secondary

You may call Dodge whenever you are struck with any attack - melee, ranged, or magical - or when you would 
be damaged by traps or hazardous terrain.  All effects of the terrain or attack are negated.  You must roleplay 
dodging by jumping or ducking, rolling, etc. Dodge will not work against Area attacks, such as the Blast area of 
effect or Earthquake. If you are the primary target of a Blast Feat, you may Dodge it, but everyone within 
weapon’s reach is still affected.

You may call a Direct instead of throwing an Arrow Packet or Throwing Weapon when using a Ranged 
Weapon. This also works when casting a spell, using a Magic Circle, or using a Scroll.  Point at, name, or 
otherwise identify your target and call "Direct X," where X is the ability that you are using.  The ability 
automatically hits the target.  The target must be visible.  Direct Casting a spell expends no Magic Points.
A Direct can be Resisted or Dodged.

You may call Feint whenever you have a melee feat or skill parried, dodged, or otherwise negated.  You may 
call the same feat or ability again on the next melee swing. Feint works for both feats and skills.
For example:  Josh calls "Weaken, 5!"  Andy calls "Parry 5!"  Josh swings again and calls "Feint Weaken, 5!" 
and then hits Andy. Andy must then take the Weaken effect from Josh's skill unless he uses another Parry.  If 
Andy does use another Parry, Josh can call Feint again, if he has another feat to use.  Etc., etc.

You may use Shove to push someone out of the way of an attack or hazard that is intended for him. You take 
the effect instead. If you have a way to avoid the effect, such as Dodge or a Resist, you may use it.

You must strike a weapon to call Swordplay.  You do not need to strike it three times for this feat to work.  
Swordplay takes only one sword-strike to work. When you call Swordplay, the opponent must drop their 
weapon.  You can Dodge Swordplay. You may use Swordplay to negate Swordplay.

You may use Quickstrike to call damage or any of your Melee Feats or Skills on your next weapon swing.  This, 
essentially, allows you to ignore the three-hit-rule for this one strike. Using Quickstrike with a Skill Path 
expends no Skill Points.  If you use Quickstrike and the attack is negated, you still lose your use of Quickstrike; 
if you used it with another feat, both Quickstrike and the other feat are used up.

You must strike your opponent's leg to call Trip.  You do not need to strike it three times for this feat to work.  
Trip only takes only one sword-strike to work. When you call Trip, the opponent must fall to the ground, and 
stay on the ground for five seconds. 



Rogue Advanced Feats
Chicanery 100xp Special Max: 1 Primary Rogue 3, Cheat 3

Death Blossom 300xp Offensive Max: 2 Primary Rogue, Coup De Grâce

Nemesis 700xp Offensive Max: 1 Primary Rogue 3, Any Two Rogue Skill Paths, 5 Bought SP

The Jig Is Up 400xp Defensive Max: 1 Primary Rogue, Hide, Vanish, Hide Other, Vanish Other

Stealth 400xp Defensive Max: 2 Primary Rogue 3, Hide 3

Surprise 200xp Offensive Max: 2 Primary Rogue 3, Backstab 2

Vanish 400xp Defensive Max: 2 Primary Rogue 2, Hide 4
When you call Vanish, you go INSTANTLY into Hide, even if people are watching you. You must move directly to 
the nearest position where you would be able to use the Hide skill, and then must hold still, or drop the hide to 
move.  This Hides you at your maximum level of Hide and does not use a Skill Point.

You may purchase one basic feat that would normally be unavailable to you. You must pay the full cost of the 
feat, in addition to the cost of Chicanery. If you call the feat, you must qualify it with "Chicanery". For example, if 
you are a Primary Rogue and Secondary Artisan, you may purchase Restist Damage,  a Warrior feat,  with 
Chicanery. When you use Endure, you must say "Chicanery Resist Damage".

When you call Death Blossom, you may deliver a Killing Blow to any legitimate targets of your choice within 
weapon’s reach. For each target you hit, you regain 1SP. You must count down Death Blossom from the same 
number as your usual Killing Blow.

To use Nemesis, choose a target and threaten them, the more ominous, the better. When you do, you restore 
your Skill Points to full + 5. You may not use offensive abilities against anyone but your target until the target is 
brought down or the encounter is over.

When you call The Jig Is Up, you may use your Hide Other and Vanish Other for more than one person, at the 
cost of 1SP per additional person.

You may call Stealth while Hiding.  When you call Stealth, you may move a number of steps equal to your level in 
Hide x 2 without being seen.  When you call this, call “Stealth X Steps.”  Do not call your level, just the number of 
steps you can take. While moving, keep your hand in front of your face, thumb to your nose and fingers 
extended upwards, to signify that you are in Stealth Mode.

This feat, when added to a basic path, combo ability or another feat, makes that ability unavoidable except by 
the use of Dodge.  This cannot be used on abilities that affect more than one target.



Warrior Basic Feats

Cleave 300xp
Offensive
Augment

Max: 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary

Devestate 300xp Offensive Max: 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary

Endure 300xp Defensive Max: 1 Warrior Primary or Secondary

Overcome 200xp Defensive Max: 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary

Resist Damage 200xp Defensive Max: 3 Warrior Primary or Secondary

Snap 200xp Offensive Max: 1 Warrior Primary or Secondary

Swordplay 200xp Offensive Max: 2 Warrior Primary or Secondary

Quickstrike 300xp Offensive Max: 3 Warrior Primary or Secondary
You may use Quickstrike to call damage or any of your Melee Feats or Skills on your next weapon swing.  This, 
essentially, allows you to ignore the three-hit-rule for this one strike. Using Quickstrike with a Skill Path 
expends no Skill Points.  If you use Quickstrike and the attack is negated, you still lose your use of Quickstrike; 
if you used it with another feat, both Quickstrike and the other feats are used up.

When you call damage or any melee ability, you may call Cleave immediately afterwards to hit another person 
in weapon's reach.  For example: "2 damage, Cleave 2 damage!" or "Trip, Cleave Trip!"

You may call Devastate on the third strike of a combo. It changes your basic melee damage to 5 for that one 
hit.

This gives you the ability to get up from ZERO hit points or below. If you are at anything ABOVE zero hit points 
you may NOT use Endure. Once you hit Zero hit points, you may call Endure 5. This ability brings you to 5 Hit 
Points, and you may then continue fighting, or go find a healer, or run away, etc.

When you use Overcome, all of your tags are removed. Overcome can be used while you are being affected by 
Whirlwind.

You may call Resist Damage when hit with any amount of damage, be it magical, mundane, or basic. You get 
to resist that one instance of damage. If any non-damage effects hit you at the same time as the damage, you 
still take them.

You must strike a weapon to call Swordplay.  You do not need to strike it three times for this feat to work.  
Swordplay takes only one sword-strike to work. When you call Swordplay, the opponent must drop their 
weapon. You can Dodge Swordplay. You may use Swordplay to negate Swordplay.

When you use Snap, you deliver a blow so devestating, it breaks the weapon you are using. It requires a 
combo, and deals damage equal to three times the level of the weapon you use. So if you have a level 3 
weapon, on the third hit of your combo, you would call "Snap, 9 damage". The weapon you use is completely 
destroyed, and cannot be repaired by any means. Snap cannot be used with unbreakable weapons.



Warrior Advanced Feats
Frenzy 700xp Off Max: 1 Primary Warrior 3, Strength, Endure, 5 Bought HP

Iron Body 700xp Def Max: 1 Primary Warrior 4, Endure, 5 Bought HP

Rally 500xp Def Max: 1 Primary Warrior 3, Endure, Leadership 3

Redirect 400xp Def Max: 2 Primary Warrior 3, Parry 3, Swordplay, Quickstrike

Throw 200xp Off Max: 2 Primary Warrior, Strength 2

When you call Frenzy, laugh maniacally for three seconds. Then, 10 HP are added to your maximum life total 
and you are healed to full HP.  Also, whenever you deal BASIC melee damage, you deal an additional damage.  
This effect lasts until the end of the current battle (NOT the end of the mod) or until you hit zero Hit Points.  If 
the battle ends, and you have not hit zero Hit Points, then you must fight anyone you can see.  Friend or foe, it 
doesn’t matter to a frenzied character.  You can call Frenzy from zero HP.

After you call Iron Body, you can then fight until you reach your maximum HP BELOW zero.  When you reach 
that number, you fall unconscious, as though you were at zero HP.  While under the effect of Iron Body, you 
cannot have hit points restored in any way. Iron Body is canceled if you use Endure or Frenzy.

When you call Rally, every ally within vocal range who is at zero Hit Points or less is brought to 5 Hit Points.

You may call Redirect when hit with a non-magical melee attack.  When you call Redirect, you negate all 
effects from the attack and divert it to another target within weapon’s reach.  You must have a target to use a 

You may call Throw when you strike an opponent in melee, you do not need to strike them three times to call 
this feat.  That opponent is 'thrown' into another opponent of your choice.  Both opponents are dealt 5 points 
of damage.  Dodge and Parry can be used to negate this damage.



 Organizations  

 
Organizations 

 

 

Every player has the option to join an organization.  As you create your character, you have the 
choice of the four basic organizations, but you can later join others through in-game play.  These allow 
you to have actions between events. 

Each organization has four benefits. During sign-in you may choose one benefit from your 
organization. This represents the work your character has been doing between events. The value of each 
benefit increases with your rank in the organization. You start at rank zero by default, and can rise 
higher by using Incentive Points. 

In addition to your benefits, you will receive a monthly stipend of 2 gold, plus an additional sum 
of gold equal to your rank. 

When you create your character, you may join one of the following organizations. You may not 
start the game with an organizational rank higher than one. Higher ranks may then be purchased at the 
rate of one level per event. 
 



 Organizations  

 

Craftsman’s Guild 

Request Training: You may make a request for training in a specific advanced feat. If you are successful, 
a trainer proficient in your chosen feat will visit Brightwater some time during the event. Your odds of 
success are: 

• Rank 0: 20% 

• Rank 1: 35% 

• Rank 2: 50% 

• Rank 3: 65% 

• Rank 4: 80% 

• Rank 5: 95% 
 

Purchase Components: You may purchase components between events at the cost of 3 silver per level 
of component. (You must have the money.) The amount of gold you may spend is limited to: 

• Rank 0: 2 gold 

• Rank 1: 4 gold 

• Rank 2: 8 gold 

• Rank 3: 16 gold 

• Rank 4: 32 gold 

• Rank 5: No Limit 

Import/Export: You may buy items OR sell items and components between events (choose one each 
time you play). If you choose to buy crafted items, you do so at the rate of 7 silver per level. If you 
choose to sell, components are sold at 3 silver per level and crafted items at 4 silver per level. You may 
buy or sell: 
 

• Rank 0: 2 items/components 

• Rank 1: 4 items/components 

• Rank 2: 6 items/components 

• Rank 3: 8 items/components 

• Rank 4: 10 items/components 



 Organizations  

• Rank 5: 12 items/components 

Scientific Discovery: You may do research to learn new recipes between events. However, science is not 
an art. The recipe you discover may be one you cannot use, or one that you already know. 

• Rank 0: Random Recipe, Level 1 

• Rank 1: Random Recipe, Level 1-2 

• Rank 2: Random Recipe, Level 1-3 

• Rank 3: Random Recipe, Level 1-4 

• Rank 4: Random Recipe, Level 1-5 

• Rank 5: Random Recipe, Level of your choice 
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Mercenary Outfit 

Request Training: You may make a request for training in a specific advanced feat. If you are successful, 
a trainer proficient in your chosen feat will visit Brightwater some time during the event. Your odds of 
success are: 

• Rank 0: 20% 

• Rank 1: 35% 

• Rank 2: 50% 

• Rank 3: 65% 

• Rank 4: 80% 

• Rank 5: 95% 

Good Pay: Increases your monthly stipend by: 

• Rank 0: x2.0 

• Rank 1: x2.2 

• Rank 2: x2.4 

• Rank 3: x2.6 

• Rank 4: x2.8 

• Rank 5: x3.0 
 

Combat Training : Grants you extra weapon proficiency for the length of the event. 

• Rank 0: 1 weapon proficiency 

• Rank 1: 2 weapon proficiencies 

• Rank 2: 3 weapon proficiencies 

• Rank 3: 4 weapon proficiencies 

• Rank 4: 5 weapon proficiencies 

• Rank 5: 6 weapon proficiencies 

 

Armory Overstock: You will receive a random assortment of useful items. Your rank determines the 
amount of items you get, and the quality of those items. 
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Mage’s Consortium 

Request Training: You may make a request for training in a specific advanced feat. If you are successful, 
a trainer proficient in your chosen feat will visit Brightwater some time during the event. Your odds of 
success are: 

• Rank 0: 20% 

• Rank 1: 35% 

• Rank 2: 50% 

• Rank 3: 65% 

• Rank 4: 80% 

• Rank 5: 95% 

 

Borrowed Power: You gain additional damage types (1/level) for your spells for the duration of the 
event. 
 

Divination: You may ask the GMs 1 question per level at the beginning of the event. 

 

Apothecary Overstock: You will receive a random assortment of useful items. Your rank determines the 
amount of items you get, and the quality of those items. 
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“Gentlemen's Club” 

Request Training: You may make a request for training in a specific advanced feat. If you are successful, 
a trainer proficient in your chosen feat will visit Brightwater some time during the event. Your odds of 
success are: 

• Rank 0: 20% 

• Rank 1: 35% 

• Rank 2: 50% 

• Rank 3: 65% 

• Rank 4: 80% 

• Rank 5: 95% 
 

Fence: You have the chance to sell goods. Chance and Value are determined by rank. 

 

Better Paycheck: You may attempt to steal half of another player’s stipend. You must sign in before your 
target use this. Your odds of succeeding are: 

• Rank 0: 25% 

• Rank 1: 30% 

• Rank 2: 35% 

• Rank 3: 40% 

• Rank 4: 45% 

• Rank 5: 50% 

 

Job Kit: You will receive a random assortment of useful items. Your rank determines the amount of 
items you get, and the quality of those items. 
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Incentives 

In Exile, you earn experience points for just signing in.  PCs and NPCs alike earn 500 experience points 
per event. 

We also use an incentive system, which allows you to have access to special abilities, races, classes and 
privileges in the game.  This system rewards players for putting in extra time to better the game. 

You earn incentive points for the following things: 

NPCing  (10) 

Clean Up After an event (10) 

Workdays (20) 

Donations (1-10, depending) 

You can spend your incentive points on a number of benefits from the following list. 
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Incentive Rewards 

 

20 Points 

Recipe 

 You may request a recipe that you do not have for a ceremony path that your character 
possesses.  This can be a recipe that you have seen in game before, but cannot access with the rulebook, 
or a recipe that you believe should be added to the game.  Note: it is up to GM’s discretion to allow you 
to have a recipe.  If, for some reason, you cannot have the recipe that you requested, you can choose a 
different one, or simply not spend the incentive points.  

 
 

40 Points 

Organization Level 1 

        Everyone starts at level zero in their organization.  Organizations provide benefits between 
events, as well as some questing opportunities during events.  Higher levels in your base organization 
allow you to get slightly better benefits between events. 

Level 1 Nobility 

        There are kingdoms and nations throughout the world.  To avoid the issue of every single 
character being “the son of a prince from that place”, we allow players to start their characters as 
nobility if they have incentive points to spend.  If you check the nobility section, it dictates which ranks 
of nobility you can achieve with each incentive.  (Note: Monarch is never achievable via incentives.) 

        This can only be taken at character creation. 

Race: Archons 

        Unlockable race. 

50 Points 

Organization Level 2 

        Achieve the next level in your organization. 

Level 2 Nobility 

        Start as a higher ranking noble character.  Does not require previous levels to take.  This can 
only be taken at Character Creation. 
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Race: Awoken 

Unlockable race. 

Back Story NPC 

        You can tie your backstory into the story of an existing NPC, be that NPC a villain or normal cast 
character.  This ability is subject to the GM’s discretion.  You would submit the request, include some 
ideas that you would like to see happen, and the GMs will work them into the plot as they are able. 

60 Points 

Organization Level 3 

        Achieve the next level in your organization. 

Nobility 3 

Start as a higher ranking noble character.  Does not require previous levels to take.  This can only be 
taken at Character Creation. 

Race: Unsealed 

        Unlockable Race 

Magic Item 

        You may submit a request for a magic item (and module to receive it, if you are not choosing 
this at character creation) to the staff.  You will get an item similar to what you requested, keeping in 
mind that some things are not going to be viable in game.  You may only take this once per character. 

70 Points 

Organization Level 4 

        Achieve the next level in your organization. 

Nobility 4 

Start as a higher ranking noble character.  Does not require previous levels to take.  This can only be 
taken at Character Creation. 

Race: Volsaken 

        Unlockable race. 

Change Costume Requirement 

        You may change a costume requirement for your character.  Subject to GM approval. 

80 Points 

Organization Level 5 
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        Achieve the next level in your organization. 

Nobility 5 

        Start as a higher ranking noble character.  Does not require previous levels to take.  This can 
only be taken at Character Creation. 

Race: Wyldlings 

Unlockable race. 

100 Points 

Back from the dead 

        You may bring a retired character back from retirement.  If this character had permanently died, 
this will probably come with some in-game repercussions, and may even come along with an advanced 
race (Unsealed, Archon, Awoken, etc.) added to the character. 

        This also halves the xp that the character had previously.   

150 Points 

Acolyte 

        You can start the game as an acolyte of your god.  (This can also be taken after character 
creation, at the GM’s discretion.  If you spend all of your time killing babies, you will not be allowed to 
be an acolyte of Eluxia.) 

        Depending on your god and your character’s build, this comes with a few stat benefits, which 
will be decided by the GMs.  This can be taken from you by your god if you do not behave according to 
that god’s wishes. 

Special 
Change Paths 

 You may replace any path you have with another for the cost of 10 IP per level of the path.  

Exchange IP 

You may donate your Incentive Points to another player at the rate of 1 IP received for every 2 
IP donated. 

Raise Starting Level Cap 

At character creation, you typically may not start with any path above level 3. You may pay 40 IP 
to raise the cap of one path to level 4, or 90 IP to raise it to level 5. You  

Offsite Training 
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You may receive training for an advanced feat between events for the cost of 1IP per 10XP that 
the feat costs. For example, if you want to learn Iron Body, but can’t find a trainer, you pay 70IP for the 
training and 700XP for the feat in order to learn it.  


